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Large-scale antennas are crucial for next generation wireless communication
systems as they improve spectral efficiency, reliability and coverage compared to
the traditional ones that are employing antenna arrays of few elements. How-
ever, the large number of antenna elements leads to a big increase in power
consumption of conventional fully digital transceivers due to the one Radio
Frequency (RF) chain / per antenna element requirement. The RF chains in-
clude a number of different components among which are the Digital-to-Analog
Converters (DACs)/Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) that their power con-
sumption increases exponential with the resolution they support. Motivated by
this, in this thesis, a number of different architectures are proposed with the
view to reduce the power consumption and the hardware complexity of the
transceiver. In order to optimize the transmission of data through them, corre-
sponding symbol level precoding (SLP) techniques were developed for the pro-
posed architectures. SLP is a technique that mitigates multi-user interference
(MUI) by designing the transmitted signals using the Channel State Informa-
tion and the information-bearing symbols. The cases of both frequency flat and
frequency selective channels were considered.
First, three different power efficient transmitter designs for transmission over
frequency flat channels and their respective SLP schemes are considered. The
considered systems tackle the high hardware complexity and power consumption
of existing SLP techniques by reducing or completely eliminating fully digital
RF chains. The precoding design is formulated as a constrained least squares
problem and efficient algorithmic solutions are developed via the Coordinate
Descent method.
Next, the case of frequency selective channels is considered. To this end,
Constant Envelope precoding in a Multiple Input Multiple Output Orthogo-
nal Frequency Division Multiplexing system (CE MIMO-OFDM) is considered.
In CE MIMO-OFDM the transmitted signals for each antenna are designed
to have constant amplitude regardless of the channel realization and the in-
formation symbols that must be conveyed to the users. This facilitates the
use of power-efficient components, such as phase shifters and non-linear power
amplifiers. The precoding problem is firstly formulated as a least-squares prob-
lem with a unit-modulus constraint and solved using an algorithm based on
the coordinate descent (CCD) optimization framework and then, after refor-
mulating the problem into an unconstrained non-linear least squares problem,
a more computationally efficient solution using the Gauss-Newton algorithm is
presented.
Then, CE MIMO-OFDM is considered for a system with low resolution
DACs. The precoding design problem is formulated as a mixed discrete- con-
tinuous least-squares optimization one which is NP-hard. An efficient low com-
plexity solution is developed based also on the CCD optimization framework.
Finally, a precoding scheme is presented for OFDM transmission in MIMO
systems based on one-bit DACs and ADCs at the transmitter’s and the receiver’s
end, respectively, as a way to reduce the total power consumption. The objective
of the precoding design is to mitigate the effects of one-bit quantization and
the problem is formulated and then is split into two NP hard least squares
v
optimization problems. Algorithmic solutions are developed for the solution of
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Precoding is a signal processing technique that is generally used to enable multi-
ple data transmissions simultaneously in multi-antenna wireless communication
systems. Recently, the development of 5G increased the interest in large-scale
antennas systems and by extension in precoding [1], as a means to improve
spectral efficiency, reliability and coverage. Precoding techniques use the chan-
nel state information (CSI) and potentially the information symbols, to design
the transmit signal in a way that directs each data stream to the intended user
without inducing destructive inter-user interference.
The precoding technique known as Dirty paper coding (DPC) [2] is able to
achieve theoretically the channel capacity, though its implementation is imprac-
tical in wireless communication systems. This is due to the assumption of an
infinite source alphabet and the prohibitive computational complexity incurred
by sequential encoding. On the other hand, in the literature low-complexity
schemes which are linear combinations of the designed precoder with the infor-
mation symbols and are known as linear precoding, have become increasingly
popular [3]–[5]. Two of the most popular linear precoding methods in the litera-
ture are maximum ratio transmission (MRT) and Zero-forcing (ZF) precoding.
The first of the two, MRT, has the lowest computational cost [3] but as it does
not eliminate completely multi-user interference (MUI) it results to an error
floor at the medium signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region. ZF is able to suppress
MUI even further than MRT by inverting the channel [4] but suffers from a
noise amplification effect which can be mitigated by including a regularization
factor as it was shown in [5].
For linear precoding methods, as in [3]–[5], the design of the precoder ex-
ploits only the CSI and all interference is considered catastrophic. However,
in the literature there is also a category of non-linear precoding techniques,
where both the CSI and the information symbols are used for the precoding
design, such as Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP) [6]–[8], vector pertur-
bation (VP) precoding [9]–[11] and convex vector precoding [12]. These schemes
have challenging implementations in practical wireless communication systems,
due to the complicated encoding and decoding process, which since it is symbol-
by-symbol, results in high computational costs.
However, the recently proposed concept of Symbol Level Precoding (SLP),
which is closely related to constructive interference (CI) precoding has been
shown in survey [13] that can challenge in complexity and performance linear
precoders in both unicast and multicast scenarios. Additionally, in [14] proof-of
concept test-beds were presented for SLP schemes.
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Preliminaries in Linear Precoding
Before moving on to SLP techniques, it would be instructive to describe how
linear precoding works in the downlink transmission of a multi-antenna system.
The example system that is described here uses the traditional ZF precoding
which because of its computational efficiency and its optimality in minimizing
MUI, is used many times in this thesis as a benchmark.
The downlink of a multi-user multiple-input single-output (MU-MISO) sys-
tem is considered, where the base station (BS) is equipped with NT transmit
antennas and communicates with a total number of K single-antenna users in
the same time-frequency resource. The users are located in different locations
and can not cooperate. In order to manage the multi-user interference, the
BS needs to apply signal processing techniques, before the transmission, on the
information symbols by exploiting the CSI. This procedure explains the ori-
gins of the term precoding. The precoded signal, which is denoted by a vector




wksk = Ws, (1.1)
where wk ∈ CNT × 1 is the precoding vector for the k-th user’s infor-
mation symbol , which is drawn from a specific signal constellation. W =
[w1,w2, . . . ,wk] ∈ CNT × K is the concatenated precoding matrix and s =
[s1, s2, . . . , sK ]
T ∈ CK×1 is the information symbol vector. As a result, the
received signal at the user k user is given by
yk = h
T
k x + zk = h
T
kWs + zk, (1.2)
where yk is the received signal for user k , hk ∈ CNT × 1 is the channel vector
between the BS and the k user , and zk is the additive Gaussian noise with zero
mean and variance σ2z . Equation (1.2) can also be written in a compact matrix
form as
y = HWs + z, (1.3)
where y ∈ CK×1 is the received signal vector, H ∈ CK×NT is the concatenated
channel matrix, and z ∈ CK×1is the additive noise vector.
Linear precoding techniques design the precoder matrix W in order to
achieve certain targets. Here, the case of the ZF precoder is presented as an








By substituting (1.4) into (1.3), the received signal for ZF precoding is ob-






s + z = s + z. (1.5)
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The name of the scheme can be justified by observing that in (1.5) ZF precoding
forces the MUI to be zero for all users.
1.2 Symbol Level Precoding Survey
Interference is generally considered as a factor that degrades the performance
of wireless communication systems. In a multi-user system, transmit signals
that are intended for different users are superimposed at the wireless channel
resulting in MUI at the receivers’ side. With the assumption that the CSI is
available at the BS, the MUI can be predicted before the transmission. In-
formation theoretical analysis in [2] shows that when CSI is available at the
transmitter, known interference will not affect the capacity of the broadcast
channel. More specifically, according to the DPC method it is optimal to code
along interference, instead of attempting to cancel it. However, most linear pre-
coding schemes still have the objective to limit MUI, [3]–[5], [15], [16]. These
schemes operate on a block level as the precoder is designed based on the CSI.
This means that only the power of the MUI can be controlled, which leads to
the statistical view that the effect of interference is similar to noise. However,
if interference is observed from an instantaneous point of view, then both the
power and the direction of the interfering signals can be controlled on symbol
level. Recent results in the literature have shown [17], [18] that with CI pre-
coding MUI can be turned into an additional source of power that increases
the power of the received signals and improves the performance of the multi-
user system. Therefore, CI is defined as the interference that pushes away the
received signals from their corresponding decision boundaries of the employed
constellation, which leads to the increase of useful signal power.
It should be noted, that CI can only be exploited when the precoding op-
eration is at symbol-level rather than at block-level. Therefore the category of
SLP includes precoding schemes that exploit CI but also precoding schemes for
hardware efficient architectures, as the ones that are presented in this thesis.
At first, SLP techniques for CI, focused on adapting linear precoding meth-
ods such as ZF and RZF for CI exploitation. In [19], [20], MUI is categorized as
either constructive or destructive and selective precoding is proposed where the
CI is retained while the destructive interference (DI) is cancelled with ZF. In
[21], the DI rather than being eliminated it is instead aligned with the desired
information symbols such that DI becomes CI. Additionally, there are works
in the literature that achieved to adapt non-linear precoding methods to ex-
ploit CI. In [7] a complex scaling to the first user is introduced to improve the
alignment of the interfering signals with the symbols of interest, and then the
complex scaling factor was optimized to minimize the power of the modified
transmit signals. Then, in [8] the complex scaling is expanded for a number of
users, rather than just for the first as in [7].
As computational power has become more abundant recently, precoding
techniques for CI exploitation have been combined with optimization to improve
system performance [22]–[25]. In [22], [23], constructive regions are defined as
the regions within which all the interference is constructive for PSK constella-
tions. This new concept reveals that it is no longer necessary for the interfering
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signals to be strictly aligned to the information symbols, which improves further
the performance. This advanced CI metric is called non-strict phase rotation
in [26], and is adopted in the precoding designs of [26]–[33]. In the majority
of works for CI precoding above, [7], [8], [19]–[21], and [22]–[25], [34], [35], the
precoding design was adapted only for PSK constellations. Nevertheless, CI
exploitation was extended to multi-level modulations such as QAM in [36], [37]
and [29]–[33], [38], where the symbol-scaling concept is introduced.
Additionally, directional modulation [39]–[41], a concept that was studied
in the past, has recently gathered interest as a means to reduce hardware com-
plexity. In directional modulation the phase and amplitude of the transmit
signals are designed so that multiple interference-free symbols can be conveyed
to the receivers and are applied at each antenna directly by employing analog
RF components.
It becomes clear that SLP schemes have clear advantages over conventional
precoding as they manage to achieve significant performance gains in terms of
error rate performance and transmit power savings. By exploiting the CSI as
well as the information symbols, interference can become beneficial and con-
tribute to the increase in the useful signal power. Additionally, it exhibits a
number of other significant advantages over block level precoding schemes.
First, in block level precoding the constraints are met only averaged over a
transmission block. As a result, the constraints may be violated during trans-
mission. In contrast, SLP does not have this problem and the constraint is guar-
anteed to be satisfied for each information symbol combination during transmis-
sion, because it operates on a symbol level and accordingly the constraints are
enforced on a symbol level. This is a very crucial characteristic for the precoding
schemes that are presented in this thesis, as their constrained by the hardware
components that are used. Therefore, the precoding design constraints must be
strictly satisfied for all transmit signals, as otherwise it will be impossible for
the system to transmit a signal that violates them.
Furthermore, SLP also reduces the complexity of the receiver. When tradi-
tional block level optimization based precoding is used, receivers have to esti-
mate and compensate the phase-rotation that is inserted by the channel, prior
to decoding the symbols, [42]. In SLP all received symbols are located in the
constructive area, and therefore no phase-compensation operation is necessary.
This eliminates the need for CSI estimation at the receivers, as only a sim-
ple decision stage is required. This is a significant advantage in the case of
downlink transmission where the receivers are mobile devices with constrained
computational capabilities.
Additionally, in [23], [29], [30] was shown that SLP can support more simul-
taneous data streams than linear precoding. In linear precoding, the number of
supported data streams is limited by the number of transmit antennas at the
BS. In SLP, on the contrary, it is shown in [29], [30] that a larger number of
data streams than transmit antennas can be supported with an improved BER
performance. This is an observation that is verified in one of the proposed SLP
schemes in this thesis.
In order to have a full picture of the SLP schemes, in addition to the advan-
tages mentioned above the disadvantages should also be discussed. The most
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major downside of SLP is the increased computational complexity. In con-
trast to block level precoding where the precoder is updated when the channel
changes, in SLP the precoder is updated on a symbol level and thus increasing
the computational costs. Furthermore, most SLP techniques in the literature,
require solving an optimization problem to obtain the precoder, which can be
more demanding than block level precoding designs which usually admit to
closed form solutions.
Another limitation for most SLP schemes is that they are designed for un-
coded communication systems and their gains can only be guaranteed for such
systems. In communication systems where channel coding is employed, [39]
SLP schemes with existing channel coding schemes have superior performance
to conventional channel coded precoding schemes. However, the optimality of
the performance cannot be guaranteed as a joint design of precoding and chan-
nel coding could lead to further performance gains. The optimal soft detector
design requires the a priori probabilities of the input symbols that produce a
soft output which indicates the reliability of the decision that should be taken
into account, and which have not been fully addressed in the literature.
1.3 Applications of SLP
In this section, several applications that show how SLP can be adapted to dif-
ferent wireless communication systems are presented and the gains of exploiting
interference in these scenarios is shown.
1.3.1 Cognitive Radio (CR)
CR which allows dynamic spectrum access, enables increased radio resource
utilization and spectral efficiency, [43]–[46], when compared to fixed spectrum
allocation strategies. Users are separated into two priorities for accessing the
spectrum, primary users (PUs) and secondary users (SUs) in underlay CR net-
works. PUs have the highest priority for the spectrum resources and are not
aware of the existence of the SUs in the network, while SUs can only access
the network under the premise that their interference to PUs is below a cer-
tain threshold [46]. Subsequently, a fundamental challenge for CR networks is
to enable the opportunistic spectrum access for SUs while guaranteeing PUs’
quality-of-service (QoS) requirements, when the CSI of both PUs and SUs is
available at the BS. The trade-off between throughput maximization and inter-
ference minimization for SUs is studied in [47] from an information-theoretic
perspective, where the optimal transmission scheme that achieves the capacity
of the secondary transmission as well as some sub-optimal algorithms is pre-
sented. In addition, precoding designs for CR networks are studied in [48]–[51]
for both perfect CSI and imperfect CSI.
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1.3.2 SimultaneousWireless Information and Power Trans-
fer (SWIPT)
Energy harvesting (EH) and wireless power transfer for wireless communication
networks have become a new trend that can prolong the battery life of user
equipments (UEs) [52], [53]. In wireless communications, the emitted RF signals
carry not only the information but also energy, and SWIPT techniques allow for
the simultaneous transmission of both information symbols and energy to the
UEs [54], [55]. Precoding designs for MIMO SWIPT systems were considered
in [56]–[59], and the joint optimization of the precoding vector and the receive
power splitting ratio was investigated.
1.3.3 Physical-Layer (PHY) Security
Wireless communication systems are naturally susceptible and vulnerable to se-
curity threats due to their broadcast nature. While security issues are tackled at
the network layer by employing cryptographic techniques additional measures
can be taken at the PHY. PHY security techniques, which add artificially struc-
tured redundancy in the transmit signals in the physical layer so that the users
can successfully decode the information while the eavesdroppers (Eves) cannot,
have drawn increasing research attention in the information-theoretic society in
recent years [60]–[63]. By employing PHY transmission schemes that are specif-
ically designed for security using multiple antennas, PHY security techniques
can improve the information security and act as an additional security layer
on top of the traditional cryptographic approaches. One possible approach for
realizing PHY security is through downlink precoding, which is able to direct
the signals carrying confidential information to the legitimate users while mini-
mizing the power leakage to the Eves, as studied in [64]–[66], where the secrecy
rate maximization is discussed when the BS has either perfect or imperfect CSI
of the Eves.
1.3.4 Spatio-Temporal CI: Faster-Than-Nyquist Signalling
Faster-than-Nyquist (FTN) signalling [67]–[69] is a technique that allows a sig-
nificant improvement of the spectral efficiency of wireless communication sys-
tems. The key idea of FTN signalling is a reduction of the time spacing between
two adjacent pulses (the symbol period) below the one satisfying the Nyquist
condition. In other words, in FTN signalling the data rate is increased by ac-
celerating the transmitted pulses in the temporal dimension (time packing),
thus introducing controlled inter-symbol interference (ISI) which needs to be
handled. The main problem of FTN signalling is the need to cope with the
introduced ISI, which in turn results in complex receivers relying on trellis de-
coders as well as adhoc equalization schemes, whose computational costs are
often prohibitive in practical applications. In [70]–[72], a novel transmission
technique has been proposed, which merges the aggressive frequency reuse re-
lying on precoding, in particular SLP, with FTN signalling. In a MU-MISO
system, these works extend the concept of SLP at the transmitter side in or-
der to tackle not only the interference in the spatial dimension (the multi-user
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interference), but also the interference in the temporal dimension (the ISI in-
tentionally introduced through FTN signalling). Such an extension allows FTN
signaling in a MU-MISO framework and, at the same time, solves the problem
of complex FTN receivers, as the ISI is completely handled at the transmitter.
This transmission technique is referred to as spatio-temporal CI, as it enhances
the CI both in the temporal and in the spatial dimensions, thus gleaning benefits
from both the domains.
1.3.5 Hardware and Power Efficient Wireless Transceivers
Most of the SLP techniques in the literature, that were described previously, are
designed with the objective to turn destructive interference into constructive by
pushing the received symbols by the receivers further into the decision regions.
However, these techniques usually require transmitter architectures where the
signal processing is entirely implemented in the baseband domain and therefore
a dedicated digital to analog converter (DAC) is required for each antenna.
Furthermore, after the digital to analog conversion they require the use of highly
linear RF components such as power amplifiers, which tend to have a low power-
efficiency.
The problem with these power-inefficient components becomes more notice-
able in large-scale antenna arrays where tens or hundreds of these components
have to be used. For this reason, the feasibility of these systems depends on
the use of more power efficient components and therefore the development of
precoding techniques that produce transmit signals that allow the use of such
power-efficient components.
One approach in the literature that aims at reducing hardware complexity
and power consumption is the case of Constant Envelope (CE) precoding, where
SLP techniques are designing the transmitted signals from the antennas to
be of constant modulus regardless of the CSI and the information symbols
that are conveyed to the users [73]–[77]. Therefore, the transmitted signals
present low Peak-to-Average-Ratio (PAR) and they enable the use of power
efficient nonlinear amplifiers at the transmitter’s side. This characteristic is
highly desirable in large-scale antenna systems since they do not need the use
of highly linear power amplifiers that are necessary for the implementation of
typical precoding techniques. These amplifiers may increase significantly the
cost of the transmitter even if the latter is based on an antenna array of few
tenths of elements [78].
In literature so far, different approaches have appeared with the view to
reduce the transceivers’ complexity/power consumption. Most of them are de-
veloped for the case of BLP and can be divided into two major categories, a)
Hybrid analog-digital transceivers [79]–[94] that aim at the reduction of the
number of RF chains via a two stage beamformer that consists of a low dimen-
sional digital precoder applied in the BaseBand followed by an analog beam-
former applied in the RF domain and b) transceivers based on low resolution
DACs/ADCs since the complexity and the power consumption of the latter in-
creases exponentially with their resolution [95]. Regarding the second category,
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initial works in literature [96]–[104] proposed low complexity/power consump-
tion solutions by developing quantized versions of well-known BLP approaches
(Zero Forcing, Minimum Mean Square Error precoding), i.e. application of
linear precoding followed by quantization. Despite the simplicity of such an
approach, the performance is far from satisfying in several cases. To that end,
SLP based approaches have been recently developed for systems with low res-
olution DACs [105]–[109]. It was shown that for the considered cases, these
nonlinear precoders outperform the quantized versions of the BLPs. The latter
result along with the power efficiency of the solutions based on constant enve-
lope signals, as discussed above, motivate us in this work to develop Constant
Envelope Symbol Level Precoding (CESLP) solutions for Multi-User Multiple
Input-Multiple Output (MU-MIMO) systems with low resolution DACs at the
transmitter’s side. The proposed approach is tailored for multi-carrier systems
functioning under the well-known Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) technique.
In other relevant literature the efforts focused on reducing the power con-
sumption of the multi-antenna receiver by employing low-resolution ADCs.
There is a special interest in one-bit ADCs as they are the least power con-
suming component with the ability to convert the received analog signals into
digital [110]. Additionally, since one-bit ADCs should only distinguish the sign
of the signal they eliminate the need for complicated automatic gain control and
can further reduce the complexity of the receiver’s analog front end. Several
contributions studied the uplink where multiple single antenna users employ-
ing high resolution DACs transmitted to a base station with a large number
of receive antennas and one-bit ADCs. Research showed that in the case of
frequency-flat channels linear detectors combined with simple linear precoding
could achieve high sum rates [111]–[116] when the number of antennas was large
enough. Furthermore, the authors in [117] arrived to similar results for the case
of OFDM transmission over a frequency-selective channel.
On the contrary, the reduction on the number of RF chains has impact on
the number of the supported streams that can be transmitted simultaneously
when a BLP technique is employed (i.e., the number of the supported streams
can be equal to the number of the available RF chains, at most) [118]-[121]
Thus, for systems based on a few numbers of RF chains, multiuser communi-
cations, i.e. Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA), multi-carrier systems are
poorly supported. Therefore, the reduction on the hardware complexity/power
consumption comes at the cost of a transceiver design of limited capabilities
compared to its fully digital counterpart.
1.4 Contributions of the Thesis
In this thesis, SLP schemes are considered as a means to mitigate the negative
effects in the performance of hardware and power efficient transceiver architec-
tures.
In Chapter 2 three power and hardware efficient transmitter architectures
with their respective SLP schemes for frequency flat channels, are presented.
The objective of the precoding design, in the proposed systems, is to minimize
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the average Euclidean distance between the received signal and the desired
information symbols while considering the constraints which are dependent on
the employed architecture.
First, an antenna selection (AS) based SLP technique is proposed which
aims at the reduction of the transmitter’s complexity/power consumption via
employing an architecture with much less RF chains than antennas followed
by a network of switches for selecting the antenna at which each RF chain is
connected. The derived optimization problem is a hard combinatorial problem
which requires an exhaustive search-based solution in order to be solved. In-
stead, here we propose a low complexity efficient method by reformulating the
problem, and replacing the L0-norm constraint with its convex envelope the
L1-norm [122].
Then an architecture that uses analog only components and eliminates com-
pletely the need for DACs is proposed. In this architecture a dedicated digitally
controlled analog phase shifter drives each antenna thus imposing a constant
modulus constraint. The optimization problem is a non-convex one and simi-
lar problems which are refereed to as Constant Envelope precoding have been
tackled in the literature [73]–[75], [123], [124] with highly complex methods.
Finally, a novel analog only architecture is presented, where each antenna is
driven by two parallel connected phase shifters, in order to modify the stringent
nonconvex constant modulus constraint that the single phase shifter imposes.
The derived design problem is subject to a convex set of constraints and there-
fore it can be solved more efficiently.
We will refer to the last two architectures as RF domain SLP, since the
signal processing in both cases happens in the RF domain.
Next in Chapter 3 the problem of CE precoding for MIMO-OFDM trans-
mission over a frequency selective channel is considered. CE precoding leads to
transmit signals with low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), a characteristic
highly desirable in OFDM transmission which traditionally suffers from high
PAPR and thus requires the use of highly linear amplifiers which are charac-
terised by low power efficiency. In Chapter 3 a novel way to tackle the problem of
CE precoding for MIMO-OFDM transmission over a frequency selective channel
is presented.
First, a novel formulation of the MIMO-OFDM system is proposed, by cre-
ating an equivalent channel matrix which gives us the discrete Fourier transform
of the noiseless received signal when multiplied with the time domain transmit
signal. The advantage of the proposed formulation is that it eliminates the
need for the computation of the convolution of the multipath channel with the
transmit signal during the search of the solution, as required in current state of
the art solutions.
Then, a mathematical formulation of the MIMO-OFDM system that en-
ables the development of efficient algorithmic solutions is proposed. The aim
of the formulation is to directly design in a nonlinear manner the time domain
signal of the OFDM system such that to be of constant amplitude (CE). The
improved efficiency is the result of eliminating the need for the computation of
the convolution of the multipath channel with the transmit signal during the
search of the solution, as required in current state of the art solutions.
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The use of power efficient transmitter architectures for CE MIMO-OFDM
precoding is presented. They utilize analog phase shifters and nonlinear power
amplifiers and an efficient algorithmic framework to solve the precoding prob-
lem when such architectures are used is developed. Additionally, the power
consumption model of these architectures for the case where CE MIMO-OFDM
precoding is used is derived.
The use of a post-processing scalar factor is proposed, which changes on
a per OFDM block basis, and partially compensates for the lack of amplitude
control in the transmitter because of CE precoding. This scalar factor facilitates
the exploitation of the array gain provided by the large-scale antenna array by
scaling the signal at the receivers accordingly. Its proposed blind estimation
exploits the block structure of OFDM transmission and does not introduce
communication overhead or delay in the demodulation process, as would happen
in single carrier systems.
Then the formulation of the CE precoding problem as a least-squares prob-
lem with a unit modulus constraint is presented and the problem is solved using
an algorithm based on Coordinate Descent (CD).
Finally, a second more efficient solution is proposed using the Gauss-Newton
(GN) algorithm by reformulating the problem into an unconstrained nonlinear
least-squares problem.
In the following Chapter 4, CE predocing for MIMO-OFDM is extended for
systems that in addition to nonlinear amplifies employ low resolution DACs as
a means to reduce the power consumption of the multi-antenna transmitter.
Analytically, the contributions of are the following.
A CE SLP precoding technique is developed for a MU-MIMO system consti-
tuted by a LSAA-based BS with low resolution DACs and single antenna users
that are capable of linearly processing the received signal.
A novel formulation for the problem is developed for frequency selective
channels, for systems that are employing the OFDM technique to deal with the
frequency selectivity and the transmitter employs low resolution DACs.
The novel joint precoder-receive processing design is formulated as a con-
strained mixed-discrete least squares optimization problem. The formulated op-
timization problem is NP-hard. To that end, an efficient solution is developed
via the use of the Cyclic Coordinate Descend (CCD) technique. The proposed
solution is independent to the desired constellation and to the resolution of the
DACs while being computationally efficient.
The power consumption of the architectures based on the low resolution
DACs is modelled and used to examine the energy efficiency of the proposed
techniques while comparing them to systems that employ infinite resolution
DACs.
The performance of the proposed approaches is examined via simulations
and compared to the state of the art solutions. The proposed solution achieves
better performance compared to the one in [125] which considers also the CE
SLP problem design for an OFDM based system based on low resolution DACs.
The approach in [125] extends the results in [105] to a system that employs the
OFDM technique to combat frequency selectivity. Furthermore, it is based on
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a different problem formulation and solution to the one that is developed in the
present paper.
It is also noteworthy to point out that, as it is also shown from the simulation
results, the proposed approach achieves close performance to the one of a system
with DACs of infinite resolution even though it is based on ones with resolution
of few bits.
In Chapter 5 the case of a point-to-point MIMO system which employs
OFDM transmission to mitigate the effects of the channel’s frequency selectivity
is studied. The considered system, is equipped with both one-bit DACs at the
transmitter and one-bit ADCs at the receiver. This is a departure from the
systems that have been studied so far in the literature and in the previous
chapter, were one-bit DACs were considered in systems with full resolution
ADCs or one-bit ADCs were considered for systems with full resolution DACs.
For the first time a precoder is designed that so that it takes into account the
coarse quantization both at the transmitter as well as the receiver. This kind
of transceiver architecture has multiple advantages from a power consumption
perspective. It achieves significant power savings which can be attributed to
utilizing one-bit DACs and ADCs as well as power efficient non-linear PAs. The
contributions of presented in Chapter 5 are the following.
Two novel MIMO architectures for OFDM transmission with one-bit DACs
and one-bit ADCs. The first proposed system is fully digital while the second
is equipped with a network of analog phase shifters at the receiver.
The study of the power consumption of such one-bit DAC/ADC transceiver
architectures with the inclusion of the non-linear PA model.
An SLP scheme for OFDM transmission in a large MIMO system with one-
bits DACs and ADCs. The novel precoding design is formulated as a constrained
least-squares problem and is then split into two similar mixed-discrete least-
squares problems that are NP hard. Then for the solution of the latter problems,
an efficient algorithm that is based on Cyclic Coordinate Descent (CCD) is
proposed.
A novel design for the analog post-coding matrix which is applied to the re-
ceived signal by the network of analog phase shifters. The problem of the analog
post-coder is decoupled from the design of the precoding design as its update is
only dependent on the CSI and is formulated as a norm maximization problem
with a unit-modulus constraint. A novel algorithmic solution is presented by
applying the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM).
Numerical simulations show that the performance of the proposed schemes
overcomes the shortcomings of coarse quantization both at the transmitter and
at the receiver. Furthermore the proposed solutions achieve performance close
to precoding schemes that based on full resolution DACs and ADCs, and even
outperform them when the non-linearities of the PAs are taken into account.
Finally, in Chapter 6 the conclusions of this thesis are discussed and related




SLP For Frequency-Flat Low
Complexity MIMO Systems
In this chapter, SLP schemes for transmission over frequency-flat channels are
presented for three power and hardware efficient transmitter architectures. The
objective of the precoding design, in the proposed systems, is to minimize the
average Euclidean distance between the received signal and the desired infor-
mation symbols while considering the constraints which are dependent on the
employed architecture.
The chapter is organized in the following sections. First, in Section 2.1, the
three proposed system models are described and the respective problems are
formulated. In Section 2.2, the power consumption of the proposed systems
is evaluated and compared to that of a fully digital architecture. In Section
2.3 the solutions to the previously formulated problems are presented. In Sec-
tion 2.4, numerical results are presented in order to evaluate the performance
of the proposed architectures and algorithms. The results underline the im-
proved efficiency of the proposed systems, over the fully digital approaches and
the scenarios in which each architecture is advantageous. Finally, Section 2.5
concludes this chapter.
2.1 System model
Let us consider a communication system with a Base Station (BS) equipped
with Mt transmit antennas communicating with K User Terminals (UT), each
of which has a single receive antenna. It is assumed that the transmitted signal
is a single carrier signal and that the received signals undergo flat fading, as a
result of the propagation through the wireless channel. Under these assumptions




hk,mxm[n] + zk[n], for k = 1, ..., K, (2.1)
where hk,m is the channel coefficient between the m-th BS antenna and the k-th
UT, xm[n] is the complex transmitted signal by the m-th antenna of the BS and
zk[n] is the complex random variable that models the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) at the k-th UT and follows a Circularly Symmetric Complex
Gaussian distribution, zk[n] ∼ CN (0, σ2z).
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The received signals can be rewritten in a more compact form, by concate-
nating the transmitted complex symbols from each transmit antenna to a vector
x[n] = [x1[n], x2[n], ..., xMt [n]]
T and likewise the received complex symbols at
each UT to another vector y[n] = [y1[n], y2[n], ..., yK [n]]
T , as
y[n] = Hx[n] + z[n], (2.2)
where H is the K×Mt channel matrix, with each entry hk,m being the complex
path gain between the m-th transmit antenna and the k-th UT, and z[n] =
[z1[n], z2[n], ..., zK [n]]
T is a vector formed by the concatenation of the noise
components from all the UTs. Additionally, from now on in order to simplify
the notation, the time index n is omitted.
As it was mentioned in the introduction, the transmitted signal vector x in
SLP is designed by taking into account both the CSI and the data symbols that
will be induced to the UTs. In the scope of this work it is assumed that the
transmitter has perfect knowledge of the CSI and that it remains constant for
a block of symbols.
The objective of SLP is to design the transmitted signal so that the received
signal power is maximized at the intended UT while at the same time the MUI is
minimized. A suitable function to quantify this objective is the sum of squared
residuals
F (x) = ||Hx−√γs||22 , (2.3)
where ||·||2 denotes the Euclidean norm, s = [s1, s2, ..., sK ]
T is a vector of infor-
mation symbols and γ is the SNR of the induced symbols s, which are drawn
from a signal constellation. The goal of the communication system is to convey
each complex symbol sk to the k-th UT and it can be achieved by designing
x so that it minimizes (2.3). The minimizer of (2.3), known as the Zero Force








is the optimal solution but hard to implement in large-scale antenna systems
since it requires a dedicated digital RF chain for each transmit antenna. The
function in (2.3) is going to be the objective function for the problems that will
be formulated and investigated here with the purpose of reducing the number of
RF chains and thus reducing the hardware complexity of the transmitter while
also improving its power efficiency.
2.1.1 Antenna Selection Symbol Level Precoding
Consider a system where the transmitter is equipped with a large number of
antennas (Mt  K) and only a subset of Nt antennas can be activated at each
transmission. This means that the number of RF chains can be reduced so
that it is equal to the number of active, Nt, rather than total Mt antennas. At
this point, it should be noted that a digital RF chain in the scope of this work
includes two DACs, one for the I and one for the Q component, a mixer, a filter
and a common local oscillator which drives all RF chains. Additionally, the




























Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the Antenna Selection transmit-
ter.
transmitter is equipped with a network of switches that connect the available
RF chains with the antennas that are selected for transmission. The architecture
of the transmitter is shown in Fig. 2.1. The motivation for this architecture
is to exploit the spatial redundancy caused by the large number of available
antennas at the BS in order to improve the power efficiency of the system, as
fewer active antennas consume less power.
The problem now, is to find the subset of Nt antennas that will minimize F .
This can be expressed as a least squares problem by adding a constraint that




s.t. ||x||0 = Nt, (2.6)
where ||·||0 denotes the L0-norm. The combinatorial problem (P1) is NP hard
[122] and later an efficient method will be presented for its solution based on
the recent results in sparse estimation/ compressed sensing literature [126].
2.1.2 RF Domain SLP With One Phase Shifter Per An-
tenna
In this section an analog only transmitter architecture will be considered, shown
in Fig. 2.2 which eliminates the need for baseband processing and can be imple-
mented by simple phase shifter modules which drive the transmitter’s antennas.
The purpose of the system is to communicate K independent data streams to K
UTs from a large-scale array antenna of Mt elements, by minimizing the MUI.
The processing is done in the RF domain, by mapping the output of a single
variable gain amplifier (VGA) onto the antennas using the phase shifter at each
antenna. If α is the amplitude of the output signal of the VGA and θm is the
angle shift that the m-th phase shifter inserts, then the transmitted signal by





















Figure 2.2: Block diagram of the RF domain SLP with 1-PS
per antenna transmitter.
the m-th antenna can be written as
xm = αe
jθm , m = 1, 2, ...,Mt. (2.7)
The objective of SLP here is to design the amplitude α of the VGA that
drives the phase shifters and the angles θ = [θ1, θ2, ..., θMt ] of the phase shifters,
in a way that minimizes the euclidean distance between the received signal and
the desired information symbols s at each UT. In other words, the problem at
hand is to determine the vector x = αejθ that minimizes F and can be written




s.t. |vm| = 1 m = 1, ...,Mt (2.9)
where v is an auxiliary variable so that x = αv. Although the problem above
is non convex, a solution was derived, based on coordinate descent, that con-
verges to minima which the numerical results show that are sufficiently small
to guarantee a reliable communication.
It should be mentioned that the same transmitter architecture shown in Fig.
2.2, can also be used to implement Constant Envelope (CE) precoding [73], [74],
by keeping the amplitude α fixed regardless of the information symbols s and
the channel matrix H. However, the additional degree of freedom provided by
designing the output amplitude α of the VGA, greatly improves the performance






















Figure 2.3: Block diagram of the RF domain SLP with 2-PS
per antenna transmitter.
of the system as the numerical results show.
2.1.3 RF Domain SLP With Two Phase Shifters Per An-
tenna
Let us now propose an alteration of the architecture proposed in the previous
section which relaxes the unit modulus constraint imposed by the single phase
shifter per antenna. In order to achieve this the transmitter has to be equipped
with two phase shifters, instead of one, at each antenna as it is shown in Fig.
2.3. Adding a second parallel connected phase shifter provides the flexibility to
design complex signals that lie inside the complex disk enclosed by the circle of
radius 2 (|vi| ≤ 2) rather than on the unit circle (|vi| = 1).
The output signal from the VGA is equally divided into 2Mt signals and
each signal is driven to a phase shifter. Each phase shifter imposes a unit
amplitude constraint, as before, but the addition of the signal from the second
phase shifter means that the amplitude of the signal that drives each antenna
can be modified by selecting appropriately the phases of the two superimposing
unit modulus signals. Therefore, the complex symbol xm transmitted by the





, m = 1, 2, ...,Mt. (2.10)
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Since the objective of the precoder is the same as before and by considering
the relaxed constraint imposed by the two parallel connected phase shifters the




s.t. |vm| ≤ 2 m = 1, ...,Mt (2.12)
where v is an auxiliary variable so that x = αv.
One can observe, that when the element of x with the largest modulus is
bounded, the same is true for all the elements of v. Therefore, the component
wise inequality constraint,|vm| ≤ 2 , can be replaced with the uniform norm




s.t. ||v||∞ ≤ 2 (2.14)
In Section 2.3 the problem is solved by an efficient alternating optimization
algorithm , based on coordinate descent.
2.2 Power Consumption Analysis
One of the main reasons for researching techniques that reduce the number
of RF chains, is to improve the power efficiency of large-scale antenna array
systems. Therefore, it is critical to include in our study an analysis of the
power that is consumed by each of the different architectures. In this analysis
both the power of the transmitted signal and also the power that is consumed by
the different components of each system is taken into account. For the analysis
below the models that are developed in [127] are used.
First, let us examine the fully digital ZF transmitter, which employs a ded-
icated RF chain for each antenna and the processing is done in the baseband








where η is the efficiency of the power amplifier and PRF is the power consumed
by a single RF chain. As it was noted in Section II, an RF chain includes a
DAC, a local oscillator, a mixer, and a filter, which consume PDAC , PLO, Pmix,
Pfil respectively. The consumed power by an RF chain therefore is PRF =
PDAC + PLO + Pmix + Pfil.
The transmitter of the Antenna Selection scheme is equipped withMt trans-
mit antennas and Nt RF chains, with Nt < Mt. Additionally, in this case power
is also consumed on the Nt selector switches that connect the available RF
chains with the active antennas. By taking this into account the consumed
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where Psw is the power consumed by a switch.
For the two proposed RF domain precoding schemes the transmitter utilizes
a LO and a single VGA that feed the network of phase shifters, and consume
PLO and PV GA respectively. Assuming that each phase shifter consumes PPS
power, the consumed power by the transmitter with one phase shifter module
per antenna is given by,






+ PLO + PV GA +MtPPS, (2.17)
while the consumed power by the transmitter with two phase shifters per an-
tenna is given by,






+ PLO + PV GA + 2MtPPS. (2.18)
2.3 Symbol Level Precoding Design
2.3.1 Antenna Selection SLP
A straightforward approach to solve problem (P1) would be, to compute the
precoding vector for every possible sparsity pattern and then find which one
minimizes F . If we denote with H̃ the channel matrix that is acquired from H
after replacingMt−Nt of itsMt columns with null K×1 vectors, the precoding









for the given subset of Nt active antennas. However, for a system with Mt





possible subsets of Nt active antennas and in
order to find the subset that minimizes F , (2.19) has to be computed for every
possible subset. This approach becomes computationally inefficient for large-
scale antenna array systems, as the number of possible subsets increases, and
therefore a less complex method is needed in order to find the optimal subset
of active antennas.
Let us now show an efficient heuristic method for solving problem (P1). The




||Hx−√γs||22 + λ ||x||1 (2.20)
where the L1-norm replaces the L0-norm as its convex envelope. The problem
(2.20) is a regularized Least Squares regression problem known as LASSO and
it has been proposed in [122] as a heuristic in order to find a sparse x that
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Algorithm 1 Antenna Selection SLP
1: Input: H, s
2: Initialize λ with a random small value, x with zeros
3: while ||x||0 6= Nt do
4: while
∣∣x(j) − x(j−1)∣∣ ≤ ε do
5: for i = 1 to Mt do
6: Update xi with (2.21)
7: end for
8: end while
9: Update the value of λ
10: end while









minimizes F . The parameter λ provides a trade off between F and the sparsity
of x which in this case is the number of active antennas. Increasing the value
of λ leads to a vector x with more zero elements while decreasing it results in
a less sparse x. In order to find a vector x with exactly Nt non zero elements,
which correspond to the antennas that will be activated, we need to solve the
problem (2.20) for different values of λ until we find the one that leads to the
desired sparsity (||x||0 = Nt). The value of λ in each iteration is updated by
using a simple line search algorithm. For the solution of the LASSO problem
there are many available methods in the literature. Here an efficient and easily
implementable algorithm known as Coordinate Descent (CD) [128] is proposed.
The CD algorithm is based on the idea of minimizing the coordinate xi of x
while keeping the rest of them fixed. This means that each iteration of the CD
updates one of the coordinates of x.







where Hi is the i-th column of H, H−i is the matrix H after removing its i-th
column, x−i is the vector x after removing its i-th component and Sλ/||Hi||2 is
the soft thresholding operator given by [129]
Sγ (u) =
max{|u| − γ, 0}
max{|u| − γ, 0}+ γ
u (2.22)
The algorithm is terminated when a predefined tolerance ε is reached so that∣∣∣∣x(j) − x(j−1)∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε (2.23)
Once the CD algorithm is terminated the number of nonzero elements of x





s, by fixing the sparsity pattern of x. This means that the
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columns of the channel matrix H , which correspond to the zero elements of x,
are replaced by null K × 1 vectors and this results to the new K ×Nt channel
matrix H̃. In case the number of nonzero elements of x is not Nt, the value of λ
is increased by a predefined value if ||x0|| > Nt or decreased by the same value
if ||x||0 < Nt and the CD algorithm is repeated for the updated value of λ.
A good way to estimate the computational complexity of the proposed solu-
tion is to calculate the number of FLOPS (floating point operations per second)
carried out by the algorithm as a function of the size of the matrices and vectors
that are involved. The computational complexity in FLOPS of a single iteration
of Algorithm 1 is given by [130]
CASSLP = (2K (Mt − 1)−K) +K + 2 (2K − 1) + 8, (2.24)
or in bigO notation, O(K×Mt). On the other hand the computational complex-
ity of the straightforward combinatorial approach is known to be exponential
and thus it becomes obvious that the running time of the proposed algorithm
will be significantly shorter than the straightforward approach especially as the
number of UTs, K, and available transmit antennas, Mt increases.
2.3.2 RF Domain SLP With One Phase Shifter Per An-
tenna
In this system architecture, the digitally controlled analog phase shifters that
are employed for the signal processing, impose a unit modulus constraint across
all the transmit antennas, thus making the problem of designing the precoding
vector non convex. Here an alternating optimization method based on Coordi-
nate Descent for finding a minimizer to the problem, is proposed.
First, α is initialized and its value is fixed while the CD algorithm runs in
order to find the unit modulus vector v. The CD algorithm finds the minimizer
by minimizing over one coordinate at a time, while keeping the rest fixed. The







where Pr (u) is the projection of u onto the unit circle, given by
Pr (u) =
{
u |u| = 0
u/ |u| |u| 6= 0
The algorithm repeats this update for i = 1, 2, ...,Mt, 1, 2, ... until a prede-
fined convergence criterion of the form
∣∣∣∣v(j) − v(j−1)∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε2 is met.
In the next step, the output of the CD algorithm, v, is kept fixed and the





where Re{·} denotes the real part of a complex number.
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Algorithm 2 RF Domain SLP
1: Input: H, s
2: Initialize α , v
3: while
∣∣α(n) − α(n−1)∣∣ ≤ ε1 do
4: while
∣∣v(j) − v(j−1)∣∣ ≤ ε2 do




9: Update the value of α
10: end while
11: Output: v, α
After α is updated, the CD algorithm repeats for the new value of α. Finally,
the alternating optimization algorithm is terminated when α converges to a
predefined tolerance ε1, so that
∣∣α(n) − α(n−1)∣∣ ≤ ε1. The optimal angles of the
phase shifters can be calculated simply as
θ∗ = Arg(v∗). (2.27)
where Arg(·) is the principal value of a complex number.
At this point, it should also be noted that if the value of α is fixed to α = 1
and the step that updates the value of α is skipped, the Coordinate Descent al-
gorithm becomes an efficient algorithm for solving the Constant Envelope (CE)
precoding problem [73]–[75], since the modulus of x will be constant regardless
of the channel realization and the transmitted information symbols.
While the problem that is tackled here is non-convex and therefore the
derived solution is not necessarily optimal, numerical results in Section V show
that the derived solutions are good enough in order to achieve low SER, when
the number of transmit antennas are at least twice as many as the UTs (K ≤
2Mt).
The computational complexity of one iteration of the proposed algorithm is
very similar with that of AS-SLP, since both algorithms are based on Coordinate
Descent and it is given by
CRF SLP = (2K(Mt − 1)−K) +K + 2(2K − 1) + 6, (2.28)
or in big O notation, O(K ×Mt).
2.3.3 RF Domain SLP With Two Phase Shifters Per An-
tenna
The addition of a second phase shifter connected in parallel with the first
changes the stringent modulus constraint, |vi| = 1, of the problem (P2) to a
constraint of the form ||v1| ≤ 2. To solve the precoding design problem with
the new constraint, the same alternating optimization algorithm that was used
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Figure 2.4: Trade-off between the average MUI energy and the
number of active antennas Nt, for an AS system with Mt = 10
antennas, K = 5 UTs and QPSK modulation.
in the previous problem, will be used again. However, since the constraint is
different here, the update step will also have to be different.
Minimizing the objective function over vi while keeping the other compo-







where T (u) denotes the truncating operator
T (u) =

−2u/ |u| u < −2
u |u| ≤ 2
2u/ |u| u > 2
Once the optimal precoding vector x∗, compliant with the constraint, is
computed, the transmitter needs to determine the phases φm,1 and φm,2 of the





, m = 1, 2, ...,Mt (2.30)
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which yields the results








where zi = |x∗i | and θi = Arg (x∗i ).
Finally, the computational complexity in FLOPS and the time complexity
of one iteration of the proposed algorithm is identical with the previous one,
(2.28). However, as the unit modulus constraint is here is replaced by a uniform
constraint the problem is more efficiently solved, which is confirmed by the
simulations results.
2.4 Numerical Results
In this section, simulation results and a discussion on the performance of the
proposed approach is presented. The channel coefficients follow an i.i.d. Circu-
larly Symmetric Complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit vari-
ance, CN (0, 1). The power consumption values for the different components are
PDAC = 200mW , PLO = 5mW Pmix = 19mW , Pfil = 14mW , PSW = 5mW ,
PPS = 30mW , PV GA = 9.5mW while the energy efficiency of the power ampli-
fier is set to η = 0.39, [82], [127]. The consumed power in the following results
is given by (2.15)-(2.18) depending on the precoding scheme and architecture
that is employed. The transmit power is the average transmit power of the




where x is the precoded vector.
The results were averaged over 1000 independent channel realizations and over
100 symbols which were transmitted over a fixed channel realization.
We will begin with some results for the proposed AS-SLP scheme. Figure
2.4 illustrates the trade-off between the number of active antennas Nt and the
average of the multiuser interference energy defined as (1/K ||Hx− s||22), in a
system with K = 5 UTs and Mt = 10 available transmit antennas, in order to
explore the performance gap between the proposed heuristic approach and the
optimal solution. The red squares were obtained by solving the combinatorial
sparsity problem with the inefficient exhaustive search-based approach of eval-
uating the precoding vector x for every possible sparsity pattern and selecting
the one that minimizes the objective function. The blue circles were obtained
by the proposed antenna selection algorithm which is based on CD. We ob-
serve that the proposed heuristic approach shows, as it is expected, a slightly
worse performance than the straightforward approach, when the number of ac-
tive antennas is smaller than the number of UTs. However, when the number
of active antennas is equal to the number of UTs the two methods yield the
same performance. If we take a closer look at the cases where the number of
active antennas is less than the number of UTs, we observe that for Nt = 1, 2, 3
the average MUI of the proposed heuristic solution is rather large and therefore
it is expected that such systems would have a low throughput, making them
impractical for modern communications. However, for Nt = 4 active antennas
and K = 5 UTs the average MUI is greatly reduced and the gap between the
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Figure 2.5: Trade-off between the average MUI energy and the
number of transmit antennas Mt, for a system with K = 30 UTs
and QPSK modulation.
proposed heuristic solution and the optimal solution is smaller than in the pre-
vious cases. This suggests that when the number of active antennas is slightly
less than the number of UTs (e.g Nt = 9, K = 10) the system performance
is not going to be limited by MUI, a find that is also supported by the SER
performance results that follow.
The performance of the proposed algorithm for RF domain SLP with one
phase shifter per antenna is compared, in Figure 2.5 with the performance of
CE precoding schemes for an increasing number of BS transmit antennas and
a fixed number of K = 30 UTs. The two CE precoding schemes used here,
are the CD based CE which we discussed in a previous section and the Cross
Entropy Optimization (CEO) based CE [131]. Firstly, it is observed that the CD
based CE outperforms the CEO based CE precoding as the number of transmit
antennas increases. Additionally, the proposed RF-SLP outperforms both CE
schemes which is expected since it does not have a stringent constant envelope
constraint, that keeps its amplitude fixed for each transmission. For example an
average MUI energy of −30dB, which was used as a benchmark value in [131]
and numerical results also show that can guarantee a reliable communication,
can be achieved for Mt = 55 by RF SLP while it requires Mt = 60 and Mt = 88
for CD based CE precoding and CEO based CE precoding respectively. This
shows that the added degree of freedom of changing the amplitude α of the
single VGA gives a significant performance advantage to the RF SLP over the
CE precoding schemes.
In Fig. 2.6, the average symbol error rate performance of various antenna
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AS Mt=20, Nt=10, K=10
AS Mt=50, Nt=10, K=10
AS Mt=100, Nt=10, K=10
AS Mt=150, Nt=10, K=10
AS Mt=50, Nt=20, K10
AS Mt=100, Nt=20, K=10
ZF Mt=Nt=10, K=10
ZF Mt=Nt=20, K=10
AS Mt=150, Nt=9, K=10
ZF Mt=Nt=9, K=10
Figure 2.6: SER of various configurations of the AS scheme
with QPSK modulation.















AS Mt=20, Nt=10, K=10
AS Mt=50, Nt=10, K=10
AS Mt=100, Nt=10, K=10
AS Mt=150, Nt=10, K=10
AS Mt=50, Nt=20, K=10
AS Mt=100, Nt=20, K=10
ZF Mt=Nt=10, K=10
ZF Mt=Nt=20, K=10
Figure 2.7: SER of various configurations of the AS scheme
with 16-QAM modulation.
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Figure 2.8: SER of various configurations of the proposed AS-
SLP scheme compared with the 2-Step MFCAS-CBF in [132]
with Mt = 100 and K = 10.
selection configurations with QPSK modulation and for a different number of
transmit antennas Mt and RF chains Nt, is shown. The ZF precoding, a tech-
nique which requires a transmitter with as many RF chains as its transmit
antennas, is used as a benchmark. The consumed power for AS-SLP and ZF
is given by (2.16) and (2.15), respectively. One may observe that for the same
number of Nt = 10 RF chains the AS-SLP scheme significantly outperforms
the ZF scheme, by exploiting the large number of available antennas. Increas-
ing the number of transmit antennas improves the performance, but after some
point the gains are incremental. For example the performance gap between
the two schemes, when QPSK modulation is employed, is approximately 7dB
for Mt = 20, 9dB for Mt = 50 and 10dB for Mt = 100, and Nt = 10 RF
chains. When the number of RF chains and active antennas becomes much
larger than that of the UTs (Nt = 20, K = 10), AS-SLP still outperforms ZF
(3dB gain), while the increase of transmit antennas, in this scenario, seems
to slightly improve the performance of AS-SLP. Similar observations can be
made when 16-QAM modulation is employed in Fig. 2.7. Finally, returning
to Fig.2.6, one can observe that the AS-SLP allows more users to be served
than the number of RF chains and active antennas (Nt = 9, K = 10) when the
number of available transmit antennas is large enough. In fact it outperforms,
all the schemes that have Nt = 10 RF chains. At the same time, ZF precoding
cannot reliably serve more users than the number of its RF chains, as its SER
curve shows.
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2-step MFCAS-CBF Nt=15, QPSK
AS Nt=15, 8-PSK
2-step MFCAS-CBF Nt=15, 8-PSK
Figure 2.9: Running time of various configurations of the pro-
posed AS scheme compared with the 2-step MFCAS-CBF, [132],
for K = 10.
Furthermore, in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 a comparison of the SER performance
and the running time respectively for a single transmit symbol x, between the
proposed AS-SLP scheme and the AS scheme for interference exploitation that
is introduced in [132], referred to as 2-Step MFCAS-CBF, is presented. The
compared schemes are both symbol level precoders, utilize the same transmit-
ter architecture and therefore have the same power consumption. However,
contrary to the AS-SLP scheme which works with any given symbol constella-
tion, the scheme in [132] supports only PSK constellations with the objective
to turn the harmful MUI into constructive interference, [17]. Additionally, the
precoding problem that is formulated in [132] is solved using commercially avail-
able tools such as MoSek, which usually have higher computational complexity
than algorithms who are tailored for a specific problem. The two schemes show
almost identical SER performance, for a different number of active antennas,
Nt and for different modulation orders. The advantages of the proposed scheme
can be seen in Fig. 2.9, which shows that the proposed algorithm for AS-SLP
results in significantly reduced running times compared to 2-Step MFCAS-CBF,
as the number of transmit antennas, Mt, increases. The use of a higher order
modulation such as 8-PSK leads to a significant increase of the running time for
the 2-Step MFCAS-CBF scheme while it does not affect at all the running time
of the proposed AS-SLP scheme whose running time remains the same and is
independent from the order of the modulation.
In Figures 2.10 and 2.11 the average SER performance of the two proposed
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Figure 2.10: SER of various configurations of the RF domain
SLP with one phase shifter scheme with QPSK modulation.
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Figure 2.11: SER of various configurations of the RF domain
SLP with two phase shifters scheme with QPSK modulation.
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AS Mt=100, Nt=10, K=10
AS Mt=100, Nt=20, K=10
RF, 1−PS Mt=20, K=10
RF, 1−PS Mt=50, K=10
RF, 2−PS Mt=10, K=10
RF, 2−PS Mt=20, K=10
RF, 2−PS Mt=50, K=10
Figure 2.12: SER performance comparison of the different pro-
posed schemes with QPSK modulation.















AS Mt=20, Nt=10, K=10
AS Mt=50, Nt=10, K=10
AS Mt=50, Nt=20, K=10
RF, 1−PS Mt=20, K=10
RF, 1−PS Mt=50, K=10
RF, 2−PS Mt=20, K=10
RF, 2−PS Mt=50, K=10
Figure 2.13: SER performance comparison of the different pro-
posed schemes with 16-QAM modulation.
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Figure 2.14: SER performance comparison of the different pro-
posed and benchmark schemes for a system with Mt = 100,
K = 10 and QPSK modulation.
RF SLP schemes is examined as a function of the consumed power at the BS
over the noise power at the UTs. The power consumed by the transmitter of the
system with one phase shifter per antenna and two phase shifters per antenna is
given respectively by (2.17) and (2.18). Firstly, it is observed that both schemes
outperform the fully digital ZF precoder as the ratio of transmit antennas Mt
over the number of UTs K, while the opposite is true when the ratio is smaller.
For example for a SER value of 10−4,Mt = 100 and K = 10 the RF SLP scheme
with one phase shifter per antenna outperforms the ZF scheme for 5dB while
the scheme with two phase shifters per antenna outperforms it for nearly 4dB,
when QPSK modulation is used. On the other hand for a different scenario
where the number of transmit antennas is significantly smaller Mt = 20 and
the number of UTs remain the same K = 10 and for the same SER, the RF
SLP scheme with one phase shifter per antenna shows a 3dB worse performance
than the ZF precoder, while the RF SLP scheme with two phase shifters per
antenna shows a 1dB worse performance than the ZF precoder.
These observations underline that the RF SLP schemes show a much im-
proved performance over as the number of transmit antennas increases when
compared to a fully digital approach. This is because the power consumption
of the analog phase shifters is significantly less than that of the DACs which
are required in fully digital architectures. As a result, the diversity gains of the
increased number of antennas diminish in fully digital architectures, when you
take into account the power consumption of the components of the dedicated
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Figure 2.15: QPSK Power Efficiency for a system with K = 10
and SNR = 15dB.
RF chains, while RF SLP schemes are better suited to exploit the advantages
of the large number of transmit antennas because of their power efficient analog
components.
In Fig. 2.12 different SER curves for the three proposed SLP schemes with
QPSK modulation are illustrated. The average transmit power for all schemes




. The AS-SLP schemes perform better than the
RF domain SLP schemes when the compared schemes have the same number
of active transmit antennas. On the contrary, if we compare schemes with
the same number of available transmit antennas the performance of AS-SLP
falls behind the two proposed RF domain SLP schemes. One can observe,
that when the number of active transmit antennas is the same as the number
of users, 10, AS-SLP significantly outperforms SLP with two phase shifters per
antenna. Lastly, it is observed that the SLP with two phase shifters per antenna
outperforms the SLP with one phase shifter per antenna when the number of
transmit antennas is relatively small, Mt = 20, while the two schemes have an
identical performance as the number of transmit antennas increases, Mt = 50.
When 16-QAM modulation is employed as it is shown in Fig. 2.13 we observe
that the SER performance of the different SLP configurations is similar to the
SER performance when QPSK is used. This shows that the proposed SLP
schemes can operate with various higher-order modulations.
In Fig. 2.14 a SER performance comparison of the two proposed RF-SLP
schemes, with two competing schemes from the literature, is presented. The first
one is a directional modulation via symbol level precoding scheme presented in
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Table 2.1: Runtime in [s] for a for a frame of 10 symbols
Mt = 50 Mt = 60 Mt = 70 Mt = 80 Mt = 90 Mt = 100
RF-SLP 1-PS 0.27 0.28 0.32 0.42 0.45 0.65
RF-SLP 2-PS 0.11 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.24
AS-SLP 0.77 0.81 1.54 1.58 1.64 3.29
Hybrid 0.46 0.51 0.57 0.61 0.64 0.70
2-Step MFCAS-CBF 2.20 4.45 6.92 7.26 8.00 9.22
Dir. Modulation SLP 0.06 0.023 0.024 0.026 0.030 0.031
[133] and the objective of its precoder is to minimize the transmit power. The
second one is the hybrid Analog-Digital precoder presented in [82] and is a
block level precoder designed with the view to reduce the hardware complexity
and the power consumption of the transceiver. The precoder in [133] employs
a fully digital architecture and thus, its power consumption is given by (2.15).
On the other hand the hybrid scheme is based on a transmitter architecture
with a reduced number of NRF DACs and RF chains that are connected to the








where F is the precoding matrix and || · ||F is the Frobenius norm. We observe
that the SLP technique from the literature shows exactly the same performance
as the ZF precoder and far worse than the proposed RF-SLP schemes, while the
hybrid precoder outperforms RF-SLP with 2-PS. The scheme that shows the
best SER performance in this scenario is the proposed RF-SLP with 1-PS per
antenna. It should be noted that the hybrid precoder employs a more complex
receiver which requires a postcoding matrix in order to successfully detect the
received symbols while the other schemes in this comparison require only a
simple demodulator at the receiver.
In order to better highlight the advantages of the proposed RF-SLP schemes
for large-scale antenna array systems over the existing techniques in the litera-
ture we compare the proposed schemes with the SLP scheme in [133] with the
Hybrid precoding scheme in [82] and with the AS-SLP in [132] using a Power





where T is the throughput defined as T = (1−BLER)∗m∗K where BLER is the
Block Error Rate, m = log2(M) is the number of bits per constellation symbol,
K is the number of UTs and P is the consumed power given by (2.15)-(2.18) and
(2.33). We can observe in Fig. 2.15 that the two AS schemes show the worst
performance and justifiably so as they only transmit through Nt = 15 antennas.
However, the proposed AS-SLP outperforms the current state of the art AS-SLP,
2-Step MFCAS-CBF, as the number of available transmit antennas increases
and manages to achieve almost the same power efficiency as the directional
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modulation SLP when Mt = 100. The two RF-SLP schemes outperform all the
other schemes as the number of transmit antennas increases aboveMt = 85. It is
worth noting that the power efficiency of the proposed schemes increases as the
number of transmit antennas increases while it decreases for the schemes from
the literature. This highlights that the proposed techniques here are appropriate
for systems with large antenna arrays, mainly as a result of their simplified
analog only architecture, as compared to the fully digital architectures that
have large number of RF chains and the Hybrid one that involve in general
more RF chains than our proposed solutions.
Finally, to complete this comparison we need to discuss the complexity of
the proposed solutions. To that end, the average runtimes of each precoder
are compared for a frame of 10 symbols, which is a realistic value, as stated
in [132] , for a fast fading channel where SLP techniques are suitable. By
observing Table 2.1, it becomes obvious that the AS schemes are the most
complex and have much higher runtimes than the rest, though our proposed
algorithm for AS manages to drastically reduce the runtime when compared
to the current state of the art AS-SLP, 2-Step MFCAS-CBF, which use an
optimization toolbox. RF-SLP with 2-PS has faster runtimes than RF-SLP
with 1-PS but as we have already seen the later has a better power efficiency
and SER performance. This shows that the addition of a second PS provides
an interesting trade-off between complexity and performance. It is also worth
noting that the RF-SLP schemes have a faster runtime than the hybrid precoder,
which is a block level precoder, though it is expected that this would change
for the same comparison with a larger frame, e.g 100 symbols. For this reason
SLP techniques are generally better suited for fast-fading scenarios where the
channel coherence time is relatively small. Finally, directional modulation SLP
has the fastest runtimes when compared to the other schemes, but as we have
already seen it also has the worse SER performance for the scenarios that have
been tested.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, SLP schemes were developed for the three proposed power ef-
ficient transmitter architectures, when single-carrier transmission is assumed
over a frequency flat channel. SLP design problems were formulated by taking
into account the shortcomings of the power efficient components that were em-
ployed in the transmitter architectures. Then, novel computationally efficient
algorithmic solutions were developed for the optimization problems. Finally,
extensive simulation results showed the improved system performance of the
proposed SLP schemes when compared with existing solutions in the litera-




SLP For CE MIMO-OFDM
Systems
In this chapter the problem of CE precoding for MIMO-OFDM transmission
over a frequency selective channel is presented. The design problem is formu-
lated with the view to minimize the Euclidean distance between the Fourier
Transform of the received signal and the desired information symbols. Two
efficient algorithmic solutions are then presented for solving this problem.
The remainder of the chapter is structured in the following way. In Section
3.1 the system model of a classic MIMO-OFDM system is presented followed by
the description of the system model of CE MIMO-OFDM and the formulation of
the CE MIMO-OFDM precoding problem. The section ends by a presentation
of power-efficient transmitter architectures for CE MIMO-OFDM precoding.
In Section 3.2, two different solutions for the precoding problem are presented,
first, a solution based on the CDD algorithmic framework and then a solution
using the Gauss-Newton method. In Section 3.3 numerical results of simulations
of the proposed system are presented as well as comparisons with Zero Forcing
precoding and CEP techniques from the literature ([124], [123]), that show the
advantages that the proposed solutions provide. Finally, in Section 3.4 the
summary of this chapter is presented.
3.1 System Model
Before describing the system model of the proposed CE MIMO-OFDM scheme,
let us first briefly consider the downlink of a classic multiuser MIMO-OFDM,
using a linear precoding scheme (i.e. Zero Forcing precoding), system operating
over a frequency selective channel.
3.1.1 MIMO-OFDM
In the considered wireless communication system a BS equipped with a large
array of M antennas serves K single-antenna UTs over a bandwidth W using
OFDM.
Generally in OFDM, the channel, of bandwidth W , that is assigned for
transmission is divided into N sub-channels with equal width of ∆f = W/N ,
because it is assumed that a signal of bandwidth W will suffer from frequency
selective fading as a result of the multipath propagation. The width ∆f of the
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sub-channels is chosen so that it will be smaller than the coherence bandwidth
of the channel so that the frequency response of the channel will be flat over each
sub-channel. Each sub-carrier that corresponds to one of the N sub-channels is
modulated forming the M ×N OFDM block in the frequency domain
XF = [xF (1), xF (2), . . . , xF (N)] , (3.1)
where xF (n) is an M × 1 column vector that is loaded on the nth sub-carrier
and which contains the M precoded symbols, one for each transmit antenna of
the BS.
In order to produce the OFDM signal in the time domain theN -point inverse
FFT (IFFT) is applied on each row of the frequency domain signal XF and the
result is the time domain signal
XT =
√







where IFFT(·, 2) denotes the row wise IFFT and WN is the N ×N Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix. which can be defined as
WN =

1 1 1 . . . 1
1 w1 w2 . . . wN−1
1 w2 w4 . . . w2(N−1)
...
...
... . . .
...
1 wN−1 w2(N−1) . . . w(N−1)(N−1)
 ,
where w = e−ı2π/N with WHNWN = NIN . The utility of WN is that it allows to
express the N -point DFT (or IDFT) as a multiplication, as in (3.2). The term
1/
√
N is a normalization factor which is used so that ||XF ||F = ||XT ||F .
After the IFFT computation, the Cyclic Prefix is added at the beginning of
the OFDM block XT . The CP has a length, which must be larger or at least
equal to the multipath channel’s length, of L samples, and is comprised by the
last L samples of XT ,
CP = [xT (N − L+ 1), . . . , xT (N − 1), xT (N)] , (3.3)
where xT (n), is the n-th M × 1 column of XT , and represents the n-th time
domain symbol which is transmitted from theM transmit antennas. The cyclic
prefix is crucial for the transmission over multipath channels, [134], because
it serves as a guard interval protecting the received signal from intersymbol
interference but also because it allows for frequency domain processing. The
latter is due to the fact that the cyclic prefix makes the linear convolution of
the transmitted signal with the multipath channel equivalent to the circular
convolution, which can easily be transformed in the frequency domain by the
DFT.
After prepending the cyclic prefix the signal is transmitted over a channel
with ν resolvable multipath components which is expressed as
hT (m, k) = [h(m, k, 1), h(m, k, 2), . . . . h(m, k, ν)] , (3.4)
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where h(m, k, n) is the n-th path gain from the m-th transmit antenna of the
BS to the k-th UT. Additionally, Rayleigh fading is assumed and therefore
the channel coefficients are modelled as circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
random variables with h(m, k, n) ∼ CN (0, 1
ν
). The received time domain signal
at the k-th receiver is denoted by





h(m, k, l)xT (m,n− l) + zT (k, n), (3.5)
where zT (k, n) is the n-th noise sample which is modeled as a circularly symmet-
ric complex Gaussian random variable with distribution zT (k, n) ∼ CN (0, N0),
where N0 is the noise variance. Additionally, in the scope of this work it is as-
sumed that the receiver has perfect knowledge of the CSI in order to calculate
the precoded symbols accordingly.
The k-th receiver performs an FFT on the received signal after removing the
CP which is equivalent to discarding the first L samples of yT (k). The output
of the N point FFT at the k-th UT is given by
yF (k, n) =
M∑
m=1
hF (k,m, n)xF (m,n) + zF (k, n), (3.6)
with n = 1, 2, . . . , N where hF (m, k, n) and zF (k, n) are the frequency domain
channel coefficients and AWGN noise samples, respectively. Finally, a simple
Maximum Likelihood detector is employed in order to detect the information
symbols that have been transmitted.
3.1.2 CE MIMO-OFDM
Now that we have a basic understanding of the MIMO-OFDM system let us
continue with the CE MIMO-OFDM. Here the transmit signal in the time
domain is constrained to have a per antenna constant amplitude regardless of









is the per antenna constant power constraint and γ is the total trans-
mit power. The problem with (3.7) is that it constrains the signal in the time
domain and there is not an easy way to transform the constraint in the frequency
domain where the processing happens in OFDM transmission.
Before formulating the CEMIMO-OFDM precoding problem, it is important
to show how the frequency domain channel coefficients are formulated appro-
priately into a KN ×MN matrix H̃F , the DFT matrix WN into a MN ×MN
matrix W̃N that helps us compute the N -point DFT of a MN × 1 vector x̃T ,
which is comprised not only from symbols of different time slots but also of
different antennas and it is structured as








where xT (n), is an M × 1 vector, and represents the n-th time domain sample
which is transmitted from the M transmit antennas. In other words, x̃T is XT
written in a vector form.
Now, the frequency selective MIMO channel can be reshaped into a KN ×
MN block matrix as
H̃F =

H̃F1 0 . . . 0
0 H̃F2 . . . 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 . . . H̃FN
 ,
where H̃Fn is a K×M matrix that denotes the channel frequency response over
the n-th sub-carrier, with n = 1, 2, . . . , N and its elements H̃Fn(k,m) denoting
the fading coefficient from the m-th transmit antenna to the k-th UT.
Finally, the DFT matrix W̃N , that is used to compute the N -point DFT by
multiplying it with x̃T , needs to be constructed. This matrix is the Kronecker
product, W̃N = WN ⊗ IM defined as
W̃N =
WN (1, 1)IM WN (1, 2)IM . . . WN (1, N)IMWN (2, 1)IM WN (2, 2)IM . . . WN (2, N)IM... ... . . . ...
WN (N, 1)IM WN (N, 2)IM . . . WN (N,N)IM
 ,
where IM is the M ×M identity matrix.
The problem of minimizing the MUI across all users in CE precoding MIMO-
OFDM can now be formulated as a constrained least squares problem,
(P1) : min
x̃T ,β
||̃s− βH̃FW̃N x̃T ||22 (3.8)




m = 1, ...,MN (3.9)
and β ∈ R, (3.10)
where s̃ is an KN × 1 vector containing the information symbols that must be
conveyed to the K UTs over the N sub-carriers. The N information symbols
corresponding to the k-th UT are drawn from a constellation which is assumed
to have average power equal to the target received power for this UT. Here, β
is also introduced, a scalar which is applied at the receivers’ side, and allows
the exploitation of the array gain of the multiple BS transmit antennas, and
depends on the transmitted symbols and the channel realization [105]. This
factor remains constant for the whole OFDM block in order to enable its blind
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estimation at the UTs. Additionally, it is kept common across all users in or-
der to decrease the computational complexity and achieve performance fairness
among the UTs.
The problem formulation P1 means that we are searching for the vector x̃T
with elements of constant amplitude equal to
√
γ/M , as well as the factor β
that minimize the distance between the vector of information symbols s̃ and the
FFT of the received noiseless signal H̃FW̃x̃T . Additionally, it is assumed that
the UTs rescale the received signal by β before using an ML detector to estimate
the transmitted signal. The choice to address the case of the noiseless received
signals was made in order to achieve a solution that is as computationally
efficient as possible since the problem of CE MIMO-OFDM is already a hard
problem to tackle.
Once the optimal vector x̃∗T is computed, the IFFT does not have to be
computed as in classic OFDM because our signal is already in the time domain.
However, the cyclic prefix with length of LM samples still has to be prepended
at the beginning of x̃∗T . After that, the signal is transmitted by loading to the
M antennas during the n-th time slot the symbols [x̃∗T ((n− 1)M + 1), x̃∗T ((n−
1)M + 2), . . . , x̃∗T (nM)].
At each UT, after the removal of the first L samples of the received signal
which correspond to the cyclic prefix, the N -point FFT of the received signal is
computed. By concatenating the outputs of the FFT from all the UTs we get
ỹF = H̃FW̃N x̃T + z̃F (3.11)
where ỹF is a KN × 1 vector and z̃F a KN × 1 vector formed by the noise
samples in the frequency domain. Each receiver must estimate the factor β
and scale the signal accordingly before making a decision on the transmitted
symbols. The factor can be estimated blindly or using pilot symbols as it was







where Q is the employed constellation, MQ is the order of the constellation
and y(k)F is the N × 1 output of the FFT at the k-th receiver. It should be
noted that although β is common for all UTs, the estimated β̂k may have small
variations among the UTs since each UT uses only y(k)F to estimate it. Finally,
each UT employs a simple ML detector on the scaled signal β̂ky
(k)
F to estimate
the symbols that have been sent.
3.1.3 CE Transmitter Architecture
gh In a transmitter operating with a conventional precoder, such as a Zero-
Forcing precoder, the large envelope fluctuations of the signal would lead to
significant non-linear distortions by the power amplifiers. In order to mitigate
the distortion each amplifier has to work in its linear region, but this leads to
a low power efficiency, [78]. On the other hand, a system that uses CE signals

















Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the CE MIMO-OFDM transmit-















Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the CE MIMO-OFDM transmit-
ter with 1-PS per antenna.
such as the one proposed here is not affected by the distortions produced by
amplitude non-linearities when appropriate filtering is used, [135].
In order to quantify the effects of the power amplifier on the transmitted
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signal the model for a solid state power amplifier (SSPA) presented in [78] is
going to be used, in which the time domain envelope response also referred to







where A is the envelope of the input signal given by
A = |x̃T |, (3.14)
Ao.max is the maximum amplitude of the output signal given by
Ao,max = υAmax, (3.15)
with υ denoting the signal gain of the amplifier and Amax is the input reference
amplitude. Finally, p is a positive parameter that controls the smoothness of
the transition from the linear region to the limiting region. According to [78]
the AM/PM conversion of an SSPA is assumed to be very small and therefore
can be neglected.
The average power amplifier efficiency of such an amplifier, according to







where Ao is the envelope of the output signal.
A classic large-scale antenna array BS would require a dedicated RF chain
and DAC for each transmit antenna, as it is shown in Fig.3.1, which makes the
system very inefficient as the power consumption greatly increases when a large-
scale antenna with hundreds of elements is used. The proposed per antenna CE
precoding means that the power consumption of the transmitter can be reduced
because it facilitates the operation of the PAs in their non-linear region where
they are more power efficient. However, there can be further gains in power
efficiency by altering the transmitter’s architecture so that it fully exploits the
CE nature of the signal.
The proposed system transmits signals from each antenna that do not change






where θ̃ is an MN × 1 vector which contains the phase shifts of the transmit
signal for one OFDM block of N sub-carriers across theM transmit antennas of
the BS. Additionally, contrary to classic OFDM systems where each sub-carrier
is modulated separately before computing the IFFT, here the CE time domain
signal is computed in a digital processing unit so that the N -point FFT at each
UT will be as close as possible to the information symbols that we want to
convey. Therefore, it is not necessary to use a DAC at each transmit antenna,
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which would consume power, to produce the baseband signal. Motivated by
these reasons, it is proposed to use in place of the M DACs, M digitally con-
trolled PSs as shown in Fig.3.2, which will alter the phase of the sinusoidal
carrier wave according to θ̃ at each antenna in order to produce the transmit
signal x̃T .
To underline the gains from using PSs to modulate the RF signal instead of
DACs the approximation of the power consumption of a transmitter utilizing
DACs and of one utilizing PSs is provided, using the models developed in [82],





+M(PDAC + PLO + Pmix + Pfil), (3.18)
where PDAC , PLO, Pmix, Pfil is the power consumed by a DAC, a local oscillator,
a mixer, and a filter of the transmitter respectively, while the consumed power




+M(PPS + PLO + Pmix + Pfil), (3.19)
where PPS is the power consumed by a phase shifter. Since the consumed power
by the PSs is significantly smaller than the one by the DACs the gains become
very significant as the number of transmit antennas M increase.
3.2 CE MIMO-OFDM precoding design
In this section, two iterative algorithms for solving the precoding problem (P1)
are presented. The first is an alternating minimization algorithm based on CD.
In the following subsection problem (P1) will reformulated into an unconstrained
non-linear least-squares problem and will be solved using the Gauss-Newton
algorithm.
3.2.1 Coordinate Descent
CD is an easily implementable and efficient method where the cost function is
minimized at each iteration over one coordinate direction [128] and CD based
methods have been successfully used in the past to solve similar type optimiza-
tion problems. This practically means that when we minimize over the i-th
coordinate, x̃T i, the rest, x̃Tr for r 6= i, are kept fixed to their previous values.
As a result a full iteration of CD includes as many sub-iterations as the number
of coordinates, in our problem MN . Additionally, apart from minimizing the
cost function of (P1) over x̃T we also have the factor β, and therefore we have
to resort to alternating optimization. Finally, before we move on with a more
detailed explanation of the iterative solution, let us slightly reformulate (P1)
by replacing the matrix multiplication in the cost function with an equivalent
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Algorithm 3 CD CE MIMO-OFDM
1: Input: Q̃, s̃
2: Initialize β , x̃T
3: while
∣∣β(n) − β(n−1)∣∣ ≤ ε1 do
4: while
∣∣∣x̃T (j)− x̃(j−1)T ∣∣∣ ≤ ε2 do
5: for i = 1 to MN do
6: Update xT i, according to (3.23)
7: end for
8: end while
9: Update the value of β, according to (3.25)
10: end while
11: Output: x̃T , β
KN ×MN matrix Q̃ = H̃FW̃N we obtain
(P2) : min
x̃T ,β





m = 1, ...,MN (3.21)
and β ∈ R. (3.22)
Algorithm 3 presents the CD based solution in pseudocode. The algorithm is
initialized by providing as inputs Q̃ and the vector of information symbols s̃ that
must be conveyed to the UT. The algorithm at the i-th sub-iteration minimizes
the objective function over x̃T i while keeping all the other coordinates, including
β, fixed. This results to the update step








where Q̃i is the i-th column of Q̃, x̃T−i is the vector produced after removing
the i-th element of x̃T , Q̃−i is the matrix produced after removing the i-th










The convergence criterion for x̃T is∣∣∣x̃(j)T − x̃(j−1)T ∣∣∣ ≤ ε2, (3.24)
where x̃(j)T is the result of the j-th update and ε2 is a predefined tolerance. After
this criterion is met the algorithm moves to minimize the objective function over
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Following the update of β the CD algorithm repeats the same update steps until
the termination criterion, which is defined as∣∣β(n) − β(n−1)∣∣ ≤ ε1, (3.26)
is reached. Then, the algorithm outputs the optimal x̃T which is of constant
amplitude equal to
√
γ/M and β. The transmitter has no further use for β, since
the UTs will blindly estimate it using (3.12) before detecting the transmitted
symbols.
Finally, x̃T has to be converted from a single MN × 1 column to N parallel
M × 1 vectors corresponding to the N time slots of the OFDM block. As a
result at the n-th time slot the signal
x̃T ((n− 1)M + 1)
x̃T ((n− 1)M + 2)
...
x̃T ((n− 1)M +M)

is transmitted from the M antennas of the BS. In case the transmitter uses
digitally controlled analog phase shifters, as in Fig.3.1 then we need the phase
shifts that the PSs will impose on the RF signal. These angles can be easily
extracted from x̃T by calculating
θ̃ = Arg(x̃T ), (3.27)
where Arg is the principal value of a complex number.
The problem (P2) that is tackled here is non-convex and therefore the solu-
tions are not guaranteed to be optimal. However, as the numerical results show
in section V. the solution is sufficient for reliable communications as it reduces
sufficiently the average MUI energy, and achieves low SER.
Finally, let us briefly discuss the computational complexity of the proposed
CD based algorithm. In order to estimate the complexity of the proposed solu-
tion, the number of FLOPS (floating point operations per second) per iteration
of the algorithm as a function of the size of the matrices and vectors that are
involved, were computed. The computational complexity in FLOPS of an iter-
ation which updates one coordinate is given by
CCE,CDperiter = 4KN
2M + 8KN + 6, (3.28)
or in big O notation, O(KN2M). However, in order to update all the coor-
dinates the CD algorithm needs to perform MN updates. Therefore for a full
iteration of the algorithm, the complexity is given by
CCE,CD = MN(4KN
2M + 8KN + 6), (3.29)
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or in big O notation, O(KN3M2). The computation costs that were used to
calculate the expressions above can be found in [130]. While it was observed
that the algorithm converges after a few dozens of full iterations, a theoreti-
cal analysis of its convergence is an open problem. Even for cases where the
addressed problem is convex [128] the convergence analysis is extremely chal-
lenging. Therefore, the convergence analysis of the non-convex problem that is
tackled here cannot be addressed within the scope of this work.
3.2.2 Gauss-Newton
The proposed CD based method becomes computationally inefficient as the
number of sub-carriers and the number of antennas increases, as (3.29) shows.
As a reminder, a full iteration of the algorithm proposed in the previous sec-
tion consists of MN , the number of optimization variables, sub-iterations and
therefore an increase in the number of sub-carriers or antennas by ∆N or ∆M
translates to M∆N and M∆M respectively, increase of sub-iterations in each
full iteration. Here, the reformulation of the problem (P2) into an unconstrained
non-linear least squares problem is presented and solved using the simple and ef-
ficient Gauss-Newton (GN) method. GN minimizes a sum of squared functions
and does so in a computational efficient way because it does not require the
analytic expression for the Hessian matrix as other competing iterative meth-
ods [136]. Additionally, it has a quadratic convergence when the initial guess is
relatively close to the optimal value [136].





(cos θ̃ + ı sin θ̃). (3.30)







(cos θ̃ + ı sin θ̃)||22, (3.31)
where v = [θ̃T β]T . Finally, in order to eliminate the imaginary unit, the
residual vector r(v), 2KN × 1, is defined by separating the real and imaginary











(<{Q̃} sin θ̃ + ={Q̃} cos θ̃)
 .
Now, the CE MIMO-OFDM problem can be expressed in a form that can
be solved using the GN method for under-determined non-linear least squares
[136], as
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Algorithm 4 GN CE MIMO-OFDM
1: Input: Q̃, s̃
2: Initialize v
3: while
∣∣v(j) − v(j−1)∣∣ ≤ ε or j ≤ maxIter do
4: Calculate r(v(j−1)), according to (3.38)
5: Calculate Jr(v(j−1)), according to (3.39)















GN is an alternation of the Newton’s method where we use an approxima-
tion of the Hessian that does not require information about the second order
derivative. In Newton’s method in order to find the search direction pN we must
solve the system ∇2f(v)pN = −∇f(x). In GN the Hessian is approximated as
∇2f(v) ≈ JTr Jr, (3.33)





We arrive at the approximation (3.33) by setting D(v) =
∑2KN
i=1 ri(v)∇2ri(v)
to zero, since ∇2f(v) = JTr Jr + D(v). The approximation D(v) = 0 is valid
either when v is close to the solution v∗ because the residuals r there are close
to affine [136] (therefore ∇2ri(v) is relatively small) or v leads to small residuals
(ri(v) is relatively small). As a consequence, in order for the assumption to be
valid and for the algorithm to quickly converge, it needs to be initialized with
a v that results to a small residual r(v).
As a result, in order to obtain the search direction pGN of GN we must solve
JTr JrpGN = −JTr r(v). (3.35)
Finally, by solving the system above [136], the update step for the j + 1-th
iteration of the method is derived and is given by,
v(j+1) = v(j) − JrT (JrJrT )−1r(v(j)). (3.36)
Let us now take a closer look at the details of the implementation of the
proposed algorithm, shown in pseudocode in Algorithm 4. For the first step
of the algorithm, which is to initialize v(0) = [θ̃(0)Tβ(0)]T , the Zero Forcing
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precoding vector is computed, as
x̃TZF = Q̃
H(Q̃Q̃H)−1s̃, (3.37)
the initial angles are calculated, as θ̃(0) = Arg(x̃TZF ) and the initial β(0) as
in (3.25). Next, the j-th, with j = 1, 2, ...,maxIter iteration of the algorithm















After that, the Jacobian Jr(v(j−1)) is constructed in the following way
1. we create a KN × MN matrix Θ by repeating KN times the vector
[θ̃(j−1)]T




















Each iteration is completed by updating the value of v according to (3.36).
The algorithm is terminated either when the termination criterion,
∣∣v(j) − v(j−1)∣∣ ≤
ε, is met or when the number of maximum iterations, maxIter, is reached.
GN method can be improved in order to avoid divergence if the cost function
does not decrease in every update step. Since pGN is a descent direction it is
true that f(v + αpGN) < f(v) for a sufficiently small α ∈ (0, 1). The update
step is changed to accordingly to
v(j+1) = v(j) − αJrT (JrJrT )−1r(v(j)). (3.40)
and the value of α can be determined by employing a line search algorithm
such as Armijo-line search. In our numerical simulations the algorithm always
converged without the need for a step size control and therefore the additional
complexity that it would introduce is omitted from the computation of the
computational complexity of the algorithm.
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Figure 3.3: Average MUI of different CE MIMO-OFDM algo-
rithms for N = 64 sub-carriers and K = 10 UTs.
Finally, the computational complexity of one iteration of the GN algorithm
in FLOPS, using the computation costs found in [130], is given by
CCE,GN = 8K
3N3M + 64K3N3 + 12K2N2 (3.41)
+4KN2M − 2KN −MN, (3.42)
or in big O notation, O(K3N3M). It is observed that the proposed algorithm
reaches convergence in less than 10 iterations.
3.3 Numerical Results
In this section various simulation results of the CE MIMO-OFDM system will
be presented and will be compared with the performance of the two proposed
algorithms in this chapter as well as the algorithm that was proposed in [124]
for single carrier CE precoding in frequency selective channels and was then
proposed again in [123] for CE precoding in OFDM systems. ZF precoding, as
was described in (3.37), is also going to be used as a benchmark scheme. In
the results that follow a multipath MIMO channel with ν = 8 resolvable taps,
that follow an i.i.d Circularly Symmetric Complex Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and variance equal to 1/ν, CN (0, 1/ν), was assumed. The PAs are
assumed to have unit gain and their input reference amplitude Amax is chosen
so that for a CE signal of a given amplitude they operate at 1dB backoff. The
termination criteria for the algorithms are chosen to be ε = ε1 = ε2 = 10−15.
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Figure 3.4: Average runtime of the different CE MIMO-OFDM
algorithms and ZF precoding for N = 64 sub-carriers and K =
10 UTs.
Additionally, the QAM constellations that are employed are normalized to have
average unit power. Finally, in the simulations below β is estimated blindly at
the receiver unless it is stated otherwise.
In Fig. 3.3,the average MUI energy is presented, which is defined as
1
KN
EH̃F ,x̃T [||̃s− H̃FW̃x̃T ||
2
2], (3.43)
of a system with K = 10 UTs, N = 64 sub-carriers and 16-QAM modulation of
the two proposed algorithms for CE MIMO-OFDM in addition to the algorithm
presented in [123], [124] for CE precoding over frequency selective channels.
The algorithm in the literature rather than transforming the CE problem in the
frequency domain as the algorithms here, attempts to find the CE precoding
vector in the time domain by calculating the convolution of the channel and
the transmit signal at each iteration of the algorithm thus leading to a solution
with a higher complexity than the ones proposed here. Additionally, in the
competing solution a heuristic splitting of the transmit angles into blocks is
performed that can lead to an increased interference. Indeed, it is observed
that the algorithm for CEP in [124] produces an MUI of about −20 dB when
the BS is equipped with 30 transmit antennas and decreases down to about −45
dB as the number of transmit antennas reaches 100. On the other hand, the
solutions that were proposed here show an excellent performance by reducing
the MUI to less than −250 dB even when the number of transmit antennas is
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Figure 3.5: SER as a function of OBO for a system with K =
10 UTs, M = 50 BS antennas, N = 64 sub-carriers and 16 −
QAM .
30. This is a result of the efficient proposed model where a heuristic splitting
is not necessary, as in [124], and also of the introduction of β which partially
compensates for the lack of amplitude control at the transmitter. Finally, we
observe that of the two studied algorithms, the Gauss-Newton solution yields
the best results when it comes to reducing the average MUI, as it manages to
reach solutions closer to better minima.
Next, in Fig. 3.4, the average runtimes, on a system equipped with an intel
core i7−8750H CPU, 16 GB RAM and 256 GB SSD, of the GN, CD algorithms
as well as the one proposed in [124] for a system with K = 10 UTs, N = 64 sub-
carriers and 16-QAM modulation, are presented. It can be observed that the
proposed solutions for CE MIMO-OFDM precoding take significantly less time
to converge than the competing algorithm in the literature, and as it was shown
in Fig. 3.3 they also converge to better solutions. The peak in runtime that is
observed for the MU CEP when the number of transmit antennas is between 30-
50 is due to the fact that the maximum number of iterations is reached without
reaching convergence. This shows us that this solution is not suitable when
the ratio of UTs to transmit antennas K/M is relatively large. On the other
hand, the results show that the most computationally efficient algorithm is the
proposed GN as its runtime is less than 5 seconds when M = 100 while CD
needs about 6 seconds to converge for the same number of transmit antennas.
The gap between the two is much larger for a small number of transmit antennas
and this is because CD needs a few hundreds of iterations to converge in such
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Figure 3.6: Average power amplifier efficiency, given by (3.16),
for a system with M = 100, N = 64, K = 10 and 16-QAM.
scenarios while GN always converges in less than ten iterations. However, as the
number of antennas increases the number of iterations for CD decreases almost
proportional to 1/(M2) and this justifies the observed average runtime of the
algorithm. Finally, the average runtime of ZF precoding for MIMO-OFDM
is almost ten times smaller than the runtime of GN ranging from 0.1 seconds
when is M = 30 to 0.36 seconds when M = 150. This gap in computational
complexity is expected as ZF precoding does not need an iterative algorithm
to run but rather a simple matrix inversion. However, the following results are
going to show that CE MIMO-OFDM makes up for the increased complexity
with gains in SER performance as well as energy efficiency.
In Fig. 3.5, the SER performance of CE and ZF precoding is presented
in MIMO-OFDM systems for different output backoff values of the PAs. The





where Po denotes the maximum output power of the amplifier and Px is the
average output power of the transmitted signal xT . Additionally the follow-
ing values have been used for the PAs, Amax = υ = Ao,max = 1 and p = 2.
We observe that as the OBO decreases the SER performance of CE precoding
constantly improves, while on the other hand the performance of ZF precoding
reaches its best performance at 4.2dB OBO and after that it deteriorates sig-
nificantly. In order to decrease the OBO of a given PA the average power of the
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Figure 3.7: Power consumption gains of the proposed CE pre-
coding architectures over a fully-digital architecture for ZF pre-
coding, for a system with M = 100, N = 64, K = 10 and
16-QAM.
transmit signal xT has to be increased. By doing so we also increase the value
of the envelope of the signal A. Increasing the envelope of the signal results
to significant non-linear effects which are modelled by the denominator in Eq.
(3.13). Therefore the increase of transmit power which leads to the decrease of
OBO drives the PA into its non-linear region. This induces significant harm to
the ZF signal but does not affect the CE signal.
In Fig. 3.6, the average power amplifier efficiency , given by (3.16), is
compared in the cases that CE and ZF precoding is employed. It is observed that
when CE precoding is used, η remains constant and equal to 0.7 regardless of the
number of transmit antennas while when ZF precoding is employed the efficiency
falls from about 0.66 to 0.1 as the number of transmit antennas increases from
M = 30 toM = 100. This is the result of the high PAR of the ZF MIMO-OFDM
signal and it demonstrates why low PAR techniques such as CE MIMO-OFDM
are necessary for large scale antenna systems.
In Fig. 3.7 the power consumption difference between the architectures
for CE MIMO-OFDM and the fully digital architecture for ZF MIMO-OFDM
is plotted. The difference between CE and ZF precoding when it comes to
power consumption is that the power amplifiers have a different average power
efficiency as we discussed in the previous paragraph. Additionally, as it was
mentioned in a previous section CE precoding can be implemented in a system
that uses power-efficient PSs instead of DACs. We acquire the plots by assuming
the following power consumption values for the components PDAC = 200mW,
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Figure 3.8: SER performance of ZF, the two proposed CE
MIMO-OFDM algorithms and the algorithm for CEP in [124]
for a system with K = 5 UTs and N = 32 sub-carriers and
16-QAM modulation.
PLO = 5mW, Pmix = 19mW, Pfil = 14mW, PPS = 30mW, [82], [127] and
using the power consumption approximations given by (3.18) and (3.19). We
observe that both architectures for CE precoding have increasing gains in power
consumption over the fully digital architecture for ZF precoding as the number
of transmit antennas increases. Additionally, a further decrease in the power
consumption is achieved by about 30 dBW when using the analog architecture
with phase shifters rather than DACs. These results show that these architec-
tures, and especially the analog one, are suitable candidates for large MIMO
systems when the objective is to reduce the power consumption.
In Fig. 3.8, the SER performance of different configurations of the two
proposed algorithms will now be presented and compared with the ZF precoder
as well as the algorithm that is proposed for CEP in [124] and is used in [123]
for OFDM transmission. All systems have PAs which operate at the same point
in order to have comparable efficiency. The first thing to observe is that the
SER performance of the two algorithms is almost identical and so it becomes
evident that when taking into account their computational efficiency, as was
shown in Fig. 3.4, the GN algorithm is far more suitable for the CE MIMO-
OFDM system. Furthermore, we observe that in both cases when M = 15 and
M = 30 the CE precoding shows better performance than ZF precoding. The
bad performance of the ZF precoder and the observed error floor is a result
of the in band distortion that is introduced by the non-linear power amplifier.
On the other hand CE MIMO-OFDM does not suffer from this because of its
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Figure 3.9: SER performance of the GN algorithm CE MIMO-
OFDM algorithms for a system with K = 10 UTs and 16-QAM
modulation.
constant envelope nature. Finally, when compared to prior art CE precoding for
OFDM systems [123],[124], the advantage of our system model and algorithmic
solutions becomes apparent as it outperforms the prior art scheme by more
than 30dB. This is a result that highlights the importance of the improved
formulation which enables efficient algorithmic solutions as well as the different
system model which scales the signal at the UTs by β.
In Fig. 3.9, the SER performance of the GN algorithm for a different number
of sub-carriers N and transmit antennasM is presented and compared with the
ZF precoding scheme. Firstly, it is observed that the performance of CE MIMO-
OFDM remains identical when the number of sub-carriers is increased from 32
to 64. This is not true for ZF precoding as we observe that when M = 100
there is a widening gap between the SER curves that correspond to N = 64 and
N = 32 sub-carriers. The reason for this gap is that a different number of sub-
carriers leads to a different PAR in the case of ZF precoding, which results to an
increased distortion by non-linear amplification. Although, CE MIMO-OFDM
precoding performs significantly better than ZF precoding in every scenario it is
observed that the performance gap becomes smaller as the number of transmit
antennas increases from 50 to 100. However, it should also be taken into account
that as the number of transmit antennas increases the efficiency of the power
amplifiers decreases as it was shown in Fig. 3.6. Therefore, ZF precoding, or
any other precoding with high PAR, forces the designer of the system to choose
the best trade off between power efficiency and error rate performance, while
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Figure 3.10: Energy efficiency of systems equipped with M =
100 transmit antennas, K = 10 UTs and N = 32 subcarriers.
CE precoding has always high power amplifier efficiency without impeding the
performance of the system.
In the figures above while the superiority in SER performance of the pro-
posed CE MIMO-OFDM precoding is clearly shown there is not a clear con-
nection with the power consumption gains of the proposed architecture for CE
MIMO-OFDM precoding. To this end, the metric of energy efficiency as defined
in [88] is used,







where P ekn is the bit error probability per UT and per subcarrier, b is the number
of bits per constellation symbol and P denotes the power that is consumed by
the transmitter and is given by (3.18) or (3.19). In Fig. 3.10 it is shown that
the power efficient components that are used by the transmitter of CE MIMO-
OFDM result in a significantly better energy efficiency when compared to ZF
precoding. What is more, it is proved that CE MIMO-OFDM precoding can
employ higher order modulations such as 64−QAM that result in a significantly
better rate and overall energy efficiency. On the other hand ZF precoding, does
not only have poorer SER performance as it was discussed above, but its overall
power consumption drives its energy efficiency down. Finally, the increase of
the modulation order to 64−QAM does not yield the same improvement in rate
and energy efficiency as it does for CE precoding because of the harm induced
by the non-linear distortion which is becomes more damaging as the modulation
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Figure 3.11: Received noiseless signal points when trans-
mitting 16-QAM symbols with non-linear amplification over a
MIMO frequency selective channel using N = 64 subcarriers (a)
CE MIMO-OFDM, M = 50, K = 10, (b) ZF MIMO-OFDM,
M = 50, K = 10, (c) CE MIMO-OFDM, M = 100, K = 10, (d)
ZF MIMO-OFDM, M = 100, K = 10
order increases.
In order to better showcase the effect of non-linear amplification, in Fig. 3.11
the received signal points without thermal noise of a CE and ZF MIMO-OFDM
system are illustrated. It is observed that for the CE system the distortion vari-
ance is very small regardless of the number of transmit antennas and as we have
seen in the previous figures it does not affect negatively the SER performance.
On the other hand, when ZF precoding is employed the distortion variance is
very significant, especially when the number of transmit antennas is M = 50
which explains why we observed an error floor in the previous figures. As the
number of transmit antennas increases to M = 100 the distortion variance de-
creases but so does the efficiency of the amplifier as it was shown in Fig. 3.6.
In the last two figures, the accuracy of the β̂k blind estimation at the UTs and
the effect that the different number of sub-carriers and modulation order have
on its estimation and the overall performance of the system, will be examined.
In Fig. 3.12 the accuracy of β̂k is shown as a function of the SNR when 4−QAM
and 16−QAM modulation is employed. The accuracy is defined as
accuracy = 1− β̂k − β
β
. (3.46)
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Figure 3.12: Accuracy of the estimated β̂k as a function of the
SNR for a system with M = 30 transmit antennas and K = 5
UTs.
We observe that as expected the accuracy of the estimation is improved as
the SNR increases. The rate of the increase is dependent on the employed
modulation and the length of the OFDM block. For example when 16-QAM is
used in an OFDM block of 32 sub-carriers the accuracy of the estimation is 98%
for an SNR value of 5dB while the accuracy drops to 96% for the same SNR
when the OFDM block has only 8 sub-carriers. Furthermore, we observe that
for the higher order modulation the accuracy stops increasing with the SNR
after some point, thus creating the need for either using larger OFDM-blocks
or inserting pilots to estimate β. In Fig. 3.13, the SER of a system that has
perfect knowledge of β and one that estimates it blindly according to (3.12), are
compared. We observe that when 4-QAM is used the SER of the systems that
have perfect knowledge of β have identical SER performance with those that
estimate it no matter the size of the OFDM block. However, for 16-QAM if the
size of the OFDM block is relatively small we see that there is a gap between the
system with perfect knowledge and the one with the blind estimate of β, which
increases as the OFDM block size becomes smaller. This was expected, as we
observed from the previous figure that the estimation accuracy took a hit when
16-QAM modulation and small OFDM blocks were used. Therefore, while β is a
strong point of the proposed system that makes our algorithm converge faster to
a solution and takes into account the array gain, it also introduces some trade-
offs that have to be made during the implementation. If large OFDM blocks are
used, as in most practical applications, then we can use high order modulations
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Figure 3.13: SER performance comparison of the proposed CE
MIMO-OFDM for the cases of perfect knowledge of β and blind
estimation of β̂k, in a system with M = 30 transmit antennas
and K = 5 UTs.
without degrading the system performance. If on the other hand we have to use
smaller OFDM blocks we either have to use lower order modulations to avoid
performance degradation due to estimation error or introduce pilot symbols in
order to improve the estimation of β.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, the problem of CE MIMO-OFDM precoding was tackled. A
novel formulation of the problem was presented that designed CE precoding
in the frequency domain and thus enabled a computationally efficient solution.
The precoding problem was initially solved using a CD based algorithm and
then it was reformulated and solved using the GN method in order to decrease
the computational complexity of the solution. Numerical results, showed that
both solutions when compared to prior art CE precoding schemes require less




SLP For CE MIMO-OFDM
Systems
With Low Resolution DACs
In this chapter, CESLP solutions for MU-MIMO systems with low resolution
DACs at the transmitter’s side, are presented. The proposed approach is tai-
lored for multi-carrier systems functioning under the well-known OFDM tech-
nique.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, the system model and
the problem formulation is given. In Section 4.2, the power consumption of the
proposed architecture is modelled, In Section 4.3, the derivation of the proposed
algorithmic solution for the precoder design is given. Section 4.4 presents some
numerical results and Section 5.5 concludes this chapter.
4.1 System Model and Problem Formulation
In this section, the system model and problem formulation will be given. Let us
consider a downlink MU-MIMO system with T antennas at the BS that serves
M < T single antenna users simultaneously over a frequency selective channel.
The system model is shown on Fig. 4.1.
In order to mitigate the effects of the frequency selectivity of the channel,
OFDM transmission is employed, where the available bandwidth for transmis-
sion W is split among NSC orthogonal subcarriers with ∆f = W/NSC spacing
between them. The purpose of splitting the channel bandwidth is to make sure
that the signal over each sub-channel will experience flat fading rather than fre-
quency selective fading by achieving smaller sub-channel bandwidth than the
coherence bandwidth of the channel. The multiuser, multipath time domain
channel with L resolvable components is modelled as,
HT (t,m) = [h(t,m, 0), h(t,m, 2), . . . . h(t,m, L− 1)] , (4.1)
where h(t,m, i) denotes the ith channel tap between the tth BS antenna and
the mth user.










































2 x B-bit DAC
Figure 4.1: A MU-MIMO system of T antennas and B-bit
DACs at the transmitter’s side. A number of M single antenna
users are assumed at the receiver’s side.






h(t,m, l)xT (t, n− l) + zT (m,n), (4.2)
with m = 1, 2, ...,M and n = 1, 2, ..., NSC , xT (t, n− l) is the signal transmitted
by the tth antenna at time index n − l and zT denotes the additive white
complex Gaussian noise. The channel taps h(t,m, l) are assumed to remain
constant during the OFDM symbol time and are perfectly known at the BS
side.
In OFDM, a Cyclic prefix (CP) of length L− 1 is prepended that serves as
a guard band protecting the received signal from intersymbol interference. At
the receivers, the first L−1 samples which correspond to the CP are discarded.
Then, at each user, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the received signal
is computed before estimating the received information symbols. Therefore,





hF (t,m, n)xF (t, n) + zF (m,n), (4.3)
with n = 1, 2, . . . , NSC and with hF (t,m, n), xF (t, n) and zF (m,n) denoting the
frequency domain channel coefficients, transmitted signals and AWGN samples,
respectively.
The BS is assumed to have DACs of resolution of B-bits. In general one
DAC per complex dimension is employed that drive the RF hardware of each
of the antenna array elements. Due to the finite resolution of the DACS the BS
may select input vectors xT (n) = [xT (1, n), . . . ,xT (T, n)]T that lie in a complex
domain X T ⊂ CT . Since, constant envelope signals are assumed, the entries of
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where P is a constraint on the maximum transmission power. Furthermore, in
(4.4), it has been used the fact that, DACs of resolution of B-bits are able to
support 2B+1 discrete states over the complex unit circle.
In SLP, the BS designs the input vectors xT (n) ∈ X T in order to transmit
a desired symbol vector s(n) ∈ OM to the M users such that a performance
metric is optimized. O is the set of the employed constellation points.
At the receivers’ side, the mth user computes an estimate s′(m,n) ∈ C of
the transmitted symbol s(m,n) ∈ O by,
s′(m,n) = βmyF (m,n), (4.5)
where the scalar βm ∈ R+ is the array gain at the mth user terminal. Note
that the latter array gain is fixed for the whole block of the NSC subcarriers.
Then, each UE performs nearest neighbour decoding, that is the received signal
is mapped to the nearest point in O.
At this point, it would be useful to express the input-output relationship in
the following matrix form,
ỹF = H̃F x̃F + z̃F , (4.6)
where ỹF , x̃F and z̃F are the frequency domainMNSC×1 vectors that result by
concatenating the received signals, transmit signals and noise samples respec-




H̃F1 0 . . . 0
0 H̃F2 . . . 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 . . . H̃FNSC
 ,
where H̃Fn is aM×T matrix that denotes the channel frequency response over
the nth sub-carrier. Additionally, the frequency domain transmit signal x̃F can
be written as,
x̃F = W̃NSC x̃T , (4.7)
where x̃T is time domain transmit signal and W̃NSC = WNSC ⊗ IT with WNSC
being the NSC ×NSC DFT matrix. Furthermore, let us define s̃′ = βyF where
it is assumed that β = β1 = · · · = βM for simplicity.
The vector x̃T is designed so that the total Mean Square Error (MSE) be-
tween all the NSC transmit symbols of the OFDM block concatenated in a
MNSC × 1 vector, s̃ and their estimates s̃′ is minimized. The aforementioned
MSE is given by,
Ez̃F {‖s̃− s̃′‖2F} = ‖s̃− βH̃FW̃NSC x̃T‖22 + β2MNSCσ2z , (4.8)
where σ2z is the noise variance.
Given that x̃T ∈ X TNSC×1 and β ∈ R+, the design of the desired precoder
can be expressed as the following constrained optimization problem,
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(P1) : min
x̃T ,β
‖s̃− βH̃FW̃NSC x̃T‖22 + β2MNSCσ2z
s.t. x̃T ∈ X TNSC×1
β ∈ R+.
At this point, it is instructive to point out that because of the introduction of
W̃NSC inside the optimization problem, the FFT operation is now integrated
inside the signal design and the IFFT does not need to be computed before the
transmission, as done in classical OFDM systems. Furthermore, the described
system model and problem formulation is also applicable to the case of multi-
antenna users. In this case, at each symbol time, a symbol is targeted to each
one of the antennas of the users. By following the analysis of the present section,
it can be seen that the transmit signals of the BS in x̃T can be derived again as
the solution to (P1).
The optimization problem (P1) is NP-hard. A naive exhaustive search ap-
proach could require a search over all the possible vectors x̃T ∈ X TNSC×1 which
has exponential complexity in the number of transmit antennas, subcarriers
and the resolution of the DACs. Thus, the number of possible combinations
that should be examined for the optimal one is extremely large, even for sys-
tems with very small number of antennas/subcarriers. To that end, such an
approach is impossible to be realized for LSAA-based MU-MIMO systems. In
Section 4.3, a new method is developed based on a Cyclic Coordinate Descent
(CCD) algorithm [128] with the view to provide an efficient solution for (P1).
4.2 Power Consumption Model
Let us now derive the model for the transceivers’ power consumption based on
the employed architecture shown on Fig. 1. The derived power consumption
will be used later in Section 4.4 to plot the energy efficiency of the system. The
power consumption is constituted by the power consumption for the transmis-
sion of a specific signal and the static power consumed by the system’s com-
ponents. Following the analysis in [127], an approximate model for the power
consumption at the transmitter’s side (BS) is given by,
Pct(T,B, fs) ≈ PPA + T [2PDAC(B, fs) + PRF ] + PLO, (4.9)
where PPA is the power consumed by the Power Amplifiers (PAs) in order to
transmit the intended signals, PDAC(B,Fs) is the power consumed by a B-bit
DAC functioning with sampling frequency Fs, PRF is the power consumed by
the analog components of the RF chain, i.e. filters and mixers and PLO is the
power consumed at the local oscillator.
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where η is the efficiency of the PA. Note that the second part in (5.16) is due
to the constant envelope property of the transmitted signal (4.4).
LSAA-based MIMO systems must be equipped with power efficient and
inexpensive PAs. These criteria are met by class B amplifiers, whose average





where g(·) is the AM-AM conversion of the amplifier, |x̃T | is the envelope of
the input signal and ro,max is the maximum output amplitude of the amplifier.
Here, a simple ideally linearised PA model [78] is considered where the AM-PM








ro,max r ≥ rmax
, (4.12)
where rmax denotes a given input reference amplitude level.
Now, the model of the power consumption of the DAC will be provided.






B − 1) + CpfsV 2ddB
]
, (4.13)
where Vdd is the power supply, I0 is the unit current source that corresponds
to the least significant bit, Cp is the parasitic capacitance of the switches used
to select the DACs’ supported states and α is a correcting factor that may be
used to introduce some second order effects to the model. Furthermore, the
sampling frequency fs, may be approximated as fs = 2(2fb + fcor), where fb is
the employed bandwidth and fcor is the corner frequency of the 1/f noise [137].
In a similar manner, one may derive an approximate power consumption
model for the single antenna system of each user. Following once more the
results in [127], one may show that the consumed power at each one of the
users can be approximately modeled by,
Pcr(B
′, fs) ≈ PLNA + 2PADC(B, fs) + PRF + PLO, (4.14)
where PLNA is the power consumed by the Low Noise Amplifiers (LNAs) and
PADC(B
′, Fs) is the power consumed by a B′-bit ADC functioning with sampling






where Lmin is the minimum channel length for the employed Complementary
Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) technology. It is now straightforward to
see that the total power consumption of a system of T antennas BS and M
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Algorithm 5 CESLP for Systems with Finite Resolution DACs
1: Initialize x̃(0)T ∈ X TNSC×1, β(0) ∈ R+. Set G = H̃FW̃NSC .
2: t = Gx̃(0)T
3: while The termination criteria in (4.20) are not met do
4: for 1 ≤ l ≤ TNSC do
5: t = t−Glx̃(k)T (l)
6: x̃(k+1)T (l)← arg minξ∈X ‖s̃− β(k)t− β(k)Glξ‖22













10: k ← k + 1
11: end whilereturn x̃(k+1)T , β
(k+1)
users is given by,
Pc(B,B
′, fs, T,M) = Pct(T,B, fs) +MPcr(B
′, fs). (4.16)
4.3 Solution
In Section 4.1, the design of the CESLP for a system with low resolution DACs
has been modeled as a mixed continuous discrete least squares optimization
problem (P1). In the following, a new method is developed based on a Cyclic
Coordinate Descent (CCD) algorithm [128] with the view to provide an efficient
solution to (P1).
According to the CCD methodology, we may iterate through the directions
of a multivariate cost function, one at a time, minimizing the latter with respect
to each coordinate direction. Thus, from (P1), for the lth entry of vector x̃(k+1)T ,
x̃
(k+1)
T (l) at the (k + 1)th iteration of CCD, we have
x̃
(k+1)




T (1), . . . ,
x̃
(k+1)
T (l − 1), ξ, x̃
(k)








T (1), . . . , x̃
(k+1)
T (l − 1), ξ, x̃
(k)
T (l + 1),
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β(k) is the update for the value of parameter β at the kth iteration and Gm
and Gl are the mth and the lth column of matrix G = H̃FW̃NSC , respectively.
Since the entry x̃k+1T (l) lies in X , CCD may solve (4.17) via an one-dimensional
exhaustive search over the set X and select the value that minimizes the cost
function fQ.
The β coordinate may be updated by solving the optimization problem,















where R{·} is the real part of a complex number.
The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(T 2N2SC2B)
which is much smaller compared to the one of the exhaustive search approach
which is O(TNSC2BTNSC ) .
The complete procedure is described in Algorithm 5. It is noteworthy to
mention that the auxiliary vector variable t that appears in Algorithm 5 is







T (m), among the iterations/cycles of the CCD. The CCD termi-
nates when the following criteria are met
‖x̃(k+1)T − x̃
(k)
T ‖2 ≤ εx & |β
(k+1) − β(k)| ≤ εb. (4.20)
In practice, it has been observed that the algorithm requires a few tenths
of iterations to reach convergence. A theoretical study of the convergence of
Algorithm 5 is still an open problem. In general, the derivation of theoretical
results for CCD-based solutions can be a very challenging task even for cases
that the addressed optimization problem is convex [128], [138]. As consequence,
theoretical results for the convergence of Algorithm 5 that solves the nonconvex
problem (P1) are a very difficult if not impossible task that cannot be addressed
within the context of the present work.
4.4 Numerical Results
In this section, numerical results are presented in order to study the perfor-
mance of the proposed solutions. Furthermore, their performance is compared
to the ones of a) the existing literature solution [125], b) the CESLP precoding
for infinite resolution DACs for which an efficient solution can be found in [139]
and c) the well-known Zeroforcing (ZF) precoder when quantized such that the
output signals are of constant envelope and can support the resolution of the
employed DACs, i.e., lie in the set X in (4.4) [140]. We will refer to the latter
approach as the quantized ZF solution. A system of T = 64 antennas at the BS
is assumed. All of the involved channels are derived via a multipath model of
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Figure 4.2: Impact of the DACs’ resolution to the performance
of a system employing QPSK on OFDM with T = 64 antennas,
M = 8 users and Nsc = 32 subcarriers.




















Figure 4.3: Impact of the DACs’ resolution to the performance
of a system employing 16QAM on OFDM with T = 64 antennas,
M = 8 users and Nsc = 32 subcarriers.
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L = 10 resolvable taps, that follow an i.i.d Circularly Symmetric Complex Gaus-
sian distribution with zero mean and variance equal to 1/L, i.e., CN (0, 1/L).
The performance is examined with respect the average uncoded Bit Error Rate
(BER) and the energy efficiency achieved by each one of the techniques for
different transmit Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) values. The transmit SNR here
is defined as E{‖xT (n)‖22}/σ2z = P/σ2z . The equality holds due to the constant
envelope property of the transmitted signals. The results are averaged over 105
channel realizations.
4.4.1 Bit Error Rate
At first the BER performance of a system of M = 8 users is examined em-
ploying the OFDM technique with Nsc = 32 subcarriers for DACs of different
resolution (1,2 and 3 bits). In Fig. 4.2, the results of the Quadrature Phase
Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation are shown whereas in Fig. 4.3, the ones for
the 16 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (16QAM) are depicted, respectively.
The proposed solution is designated by the label “QCESLP, X-bit”, where “X” is
the supported resolution by the DACs. In the same figures the performance of
the quantized ZF approach (“ZF, X-bit”) and the one of the nonlinear precoder
in [125] (“SQUID, X-bit”) are also plotted. Furthermore, the performance of a
system applying the CESLP technique in [139] for infinite resolution DACs is
also depicted (“CESLP”).
The performance of the proposed approach is very close to the one of the infi-
nite resolution DACs even for low resolutions such as 2 or 3 bits. Furthermore,
the proposed technique is able to achieve significantly improved performance
for both the QPSK and 16QAM cases when compared to the approach in [125].
Furthermore, the approach in [125] appears to present a floor error for the
cases of 1,2-bit DACs in 16QAM after the SNR = 15dB value. The proposed
approach appears to not have similar problems. In addition, the proposed tech-
nique presents significantly improved performance as compared to the one of
the quantized ZF approach. It is also noteworthy to point out that the quan-
tized ZF approach presents very poor performance when applied to the 16QAM
case since the BER curves present a floor error as the SNR value increases.
Thus, even though it is a tempting solution due to its simplicity, since it can
be derived by the quantization of a closed form solution, it appears to exhibit
significant degradation on the performance as the constellation order increases.
As a general conclusion, the results in Figs. 4.2-4.3 verify the efficiency of the
proposed solution and shows that the performance can be very close to the
ideal one (infinite resolution DACs), even if DACs of very low resolution are
employed.
Next, the performance of the proposed technique is examined with respect
the number of the users that are simultaneously served by the BS. The cases of
M = 2, 4, 8, 16, 24 users are considered. The resolution of the DACs is fixed to
B = 1 bit for all of the examined cases. The rest of the parameters are set as in
the experimental setup of Figs. 4.2-4.3. The plotted curves are designated by
using the label “QCESLP, M = X” where “X” is the number of users. For each
of the examined cases, the performance of the approach in [125] is also plotted
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Figure 4.4: Impact of the users’ number to the performance of
a system employing QPSK with T = 64 antennas, B = 1 bit -
DACs and Nsc = 32 subcarriers.
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Figure 4.5: Impact of users’ number to the performance of a
system employing 16QAM with T = 64 antennas, B = 1 bit -
DACs and Nsc = 32 subcarriers.
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Figure 4.6: Impact of the subcarriers’ number to the perfor-
mance of a system employing QPSK with T = 64 antennas,
M = 8 users and B = 1 bit - DACs.
(‘’SQUID, M = X”). In Fig. 4.4, the results of the QPSK modulation are shown
while Fig. 4.5 depicts the corresponding ones for 16QAM. As it can be seen
on both the Figs. 4.4-4.5, the performance is degraded as the number of the
served users M increases. This is the case, since for a given number of transmit
antennas, the technique has to design signals to convey information symbols to
more users. Thus, as the number of users increases, the optimal value of x̃T , x̃?T
in (P1) corresponds, in general, to larger values of the term ‖s̃−βH̃FW̃NSC x̃T‖22
that lead to the observed performance degradation. Furthermore, we observe
that as the number of users increases, the gap on the performance between
the proposed approach and the SQUID-based one increases. Especially, for
a relative large number of users (with respect to the number of the transmit
antennas), it is evident that the proposed approach may offer significant gains
over the SQUID-based one.
In the following experiment, the impact of the number of subcarriers on the
performance of the proposed technique is examined. To that end, a system
of M = 8 users is assumed and the resolution of the DACs is fixed to 1 bit.
The case of QPSK is shown in Fig. 4.6 and that of 16QAM in Fig. 4.7,
respectively. The cases of NSC = 32, 64, 128 are examined. The curves are
designated by using the label “QCESLP, NSC = X”, where “X” is the number
of the employed subcarriers. As it is evident by inspection of these figures, the
proposed techniques achieve almost identical performance for all the examined
cases. Thus, the proposed technique appears to preserve its efficiency even if the
number of subcarriers is large, as it is the case with typical real world systems.
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Figure 4.7: Impact of the subcarriers’ number to the perfor-
mance of a system employing 16QAM with T = 64 antennas,
M = 8 users and B = 1 bit - DACs.
4.4.2 Energy Efficiency
Finally, the section is ended by showing some results regarding the gains on
the power consumption that an architecture based on low resolution DACs may
offer. A good metric for that is the energy efficiency defined as in [88],
EE(P emn, k, B,B
′, fs,M,Nsc) =
NSC









where the achieved rate per user is approximated by R(P em, k) = (1 − P emn)k,
P em is the bit error probability of the mth user at the nth sub-carrier, k is the
number of the bits per constellation point and the system’s power consumption
is calculated as in (4.16). Note that the normalization term NSC
NSC+L−1
in (4.21)
is due to rate loss from prepending the CP as a guard band.
The simulation set-up on Figs. 4.2-4.3 is repeated and the results showing
the energy efficiency achieved from each one of the different approaches for
different DAC resolutions (B = 1, 2, 3) are depicted in Figs. 4.8-4.9. The cases
of QPSK and 16QAM constellations are considered once more. It is assumed
that the receiver system at each user is employed with B′ = 14-bit resolution
ADCs which can be considered to introduce negligible quantization error to the
received signals. A similar assumption is followed for the infinite resolution
CESLP system for which the employment of B = 14-bit DACs at the BS is
assumed to achieve the observed performance. In order to achieve high PA
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efficiency and to fully exploit the advantages of the CESLP system, we consider
that the PAs are operated in the saturation region where the amplitude of the
output signal of the PA is given by (4.12) and in this case is equal to ro,max. By
plugging this in (4.11) and considering that the output signal envelope in the
CESLP system is constant, we get the PA efficiency which is equal to η = π/4.
The different parameters used for calculating the energy efficiency are enlisted
in Table I for the ease of reference.
The energy efficiency of both the quantized ZF and SQUID approaches
is also plotted in the same figures. As it is shown, the techniques based on
low resolution DACs have significantly improved complexity compared to the
CESLP technique, applied on a system with infinite resolution DACs. This
can be explained by the inspection of the energy efficiency definition in (4.21).
In the numerator, the rate is calculated based on the corresponding bit error
probability. The approaches based on low resolution DACs achieve bit error
probability quite close to the one for a system with infinite resolution DACs,
as shown in Figs. 4.2-4.3. On the other hand, the denominator in (4.21) is
the power consumption of each architecture which is significantly smaller for
systems with DACs of resolution of few bits. This has to do with the exponential
increase on the power consumption, as the resolution of the DACs increases
(4.13). From the previous, the ratio in the definition of the energy efficiency is
expected to achieve a much greater value for systems of low resolution DACs,
as observed in Figs. 4.8- 4.9.
Furthermore, the proposed technique achieves in general better performance
in terms of the bit error probability as compared to the quantized ZF and
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Figure 4.8: Energy efficiency of the different techniques under
different resolution of the DACs for a system of T = 64 antennas,
M = 8 users and Nsc = 32 subcarriers that employs QPSK.















































Figure 4.9: Energy efficiency of the different techniques under
different resolution of the DACs for a system of T = 64 antennas,
M = 8 users and Nsc = 32 subcarriers that employs 16QAM.
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SQUID approaches based again on the results on Figs. 4.2-4.3. Thus, again from
the energy efficiency expression in (4.21) and given that the power consumption
is the same for each one of these systems (for the same DACs’ resolution), the
proposed technique is expected to be more energy efficient than the quantized
ZF and SQUID approaches. This is in line with the results in Figs. 4.8- 4.9.
Finally, it is instructive to observe that the most energy efficient solution for
the QPSK case is the 2-bit DACs case, as shown in Fig. 4.2. This is the case,
since the achieved rate for the 2-bit system is already close enough to the one of
the system with infinite resolution DACs. Now, going from a 2-bit DACs system
to a 3-bit DACs one, can only provide a small improvement in the achieved rate
(see also the corresponding bit error probability in Fig. 4.2) while there is an
increase in the power consumption which results in the observed slightly worse
energy efficiency of the 3-bit DACs system. The situation is reversed for the
16QAM case in Fig. 4.3. Here, the improvement due to the additional bit in the
resolution on the DACs is a bit greater compared to the one of the QPSK case
(see also the corresponding bit error probability in Fig. 4.3). This improves the
energy efficiency of the 3-bit DACs system that now appears to be the most
energy efficient solution.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, an SLP scheme for CE MU-MIMO-OFDM system with low
resolution DACs was considered. The SLP design was formulated as a mixed
discrete-continuous constrained least squares problem and was solved using an
iterative algorithm based on CCD. Additionally, a power consumption model
was derived for the studied system model. Numerical results showed that the
proposed SLP scheme in combination with the power savings of low resolution






Transceiver Architectures Based on
One-Bit DACs and ADCs
In this chapter, an SLP scheme for a point-to-point MIMO-OFDM system which
is equipped with both one-bit DACs at the transmitter and one-bit ADCs at
the receiver is considered. The chapter is organized as follows.
In Section 5.1, the proposed architectures for a MIMO-OFDM system based
on one-bit DACs and ADCs are described. Furthermore, in this section the
SLP design problems for the described architectures are formulated as well as
the design problem of the analog post-coding matrix. In Section 5.2, the power
consumption of the two architectures that were previously described is derived.
In Section 5.3, the solutions to the SLP problems as well as the post-coder
are presented. Simulation results are presented in Section 5.4, followed by the
summary in Section 5.5.
5.1 System Model
5.1.1 Transceiver architecture based on one-bit
DACs/ADCs
A MIMO communication system, as shown in Figure 5.1, is considered, where
the transmitter is equipped with M antennas and the receiver is equipped with
K antennas, so thatK < M . There are two one-bit DACs per transmit antenna,
one for the in-phase and one for the quadrature component, which convert the
digital output of the precoder into an analog signal. In a similar manner,
the received signal at each antenna of the receiver is quantized by two one-bit
ADCs and the digital outputs of the 2K ADCs are then combined to provide
an estimate of the information symbols that have been sent.
It is assumed that the channel experiences frequency selective fading due to
multipath propagation. Consequently, the MIMO time domain channel with L
resolvable taps can be modelled as,
HT (m, k) = [hT (m, k, 0) , ..., hT (m, k, L− 1)] , (5.1)
where hT (m, k, l) is the l-th channel tap, between the m-th transmit and k-th
receive antenna. The system employs OFDM transmission [134], a well-known























































Figure 5.1: A MIMO system of T transmit antennas, M re-
ceive antennas, 1-bit precision DACs at the transmitter and 1-bit
precision ADCs at the receiver.
scheme which is used to mitigate the adverse effects of the channel’s frequency
selectivity. In OFDM the total available channel bandwidth, BW , is divided
into NSC orthogonal subcarriers, with spacing ∆f = BW/NSC between them,
which are modulated independently either with a conventional modulation or in
this case with precoded symbols. This results inNSC narrowband channels, with
bandwidth smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the channel and therefore,
the fading experienced by each one can be considered flat.
The use of one-bit DACs at the transmitter means that the input vectors
xT have entries that lie in the complex set X defined as,
X = {1 + j, 1− j,−1 + j,−1− j}, (5.2)
where j is the imaginary unit. By denoting xT (m,n) ∈ X the signal transmitted
by the m-th antenna at the n-th time index and assuming perfect synchroniza-
tion, the baseband received time domain signal can be expressed as,





hT (m, k, l)xT (k, n− l) + zT (k, n), (5.3)
where k = 1, 2, ..., K, n = 1, 2, ..., NSC and zT (k, n) the sample of Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). During the transmission of an OFDM symbol
the channel remains constant and perfectly known at the transmitter. It should
be also mentioned that a Cyclic Prefix (CP) of length ν is prepended at the
transmitter. This means that that last ν samples of xT (n) are added at the
beginning of the symbol. The CP serves as a guard band that protects the
received symbol from delayed copies of the previous one and also enables the
modelling of the linear convolution of the signal with the channel as a circular
convolution instead.
At the receiver, yT is quantized by one-bit ADCs and the output of each
ADC is given by,
yTQ (k, n) = fq{yT (k, n)}, (5.4)
where fq{w} = sgn{Re{w}} + jsgn{Im{w}} with sgn{·} denoting the sign
function. Consequently, the outputs of the ADCs lie in X . After quantization,
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the first ν samples, which correspond to the CP and are corrupted by inter-
symbol interference, are discarded and the FFT is computed. The output of
the FFT in matrix form is given by,
ỹF = W̃NSC ,Kfq{W̃HNSC ,M
(
H̃F x̃F + z̃F
)
} (5.5)
where ỹF , z̃F are the KNSC×1 vectors that are produced by concatenating the
frequency domain received signals and noise samples respectively across all the
subcarriers and receive antennas. Additionally, W̃NSC ,K and W̃HNSC ,M are re-
shaped DFT matrices that are used to perform the DFT and IDFT respectively
and are defined as
W̃NSC,N = WNSC ⊗ IN , (5.6)
where WNSC is the classic DFT NSC×NSC matrix, ⊗ is the Kronecker product
and IN is the N ×N identity matrix. Using (5.6) the frequency domain input
vector is given by,
x̃F = W̃NSC ,M x̃T . (5.7)
Moreover, H̃F is the KNSC ×MNSC block matrix
H̃F =

HF1 0 . . . 0
0 HF2 . . . 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 . . . HFNSC
 ,
where HFn is the K ×M frequency response of the n-th subchannel.
Furthermore, the transmitter applies a combiner RNSC ×KNSC matrix G,
ŝ = GỹF (5.8)
and uses ŝ to take a decision on the symbols that have been sent. The use
of the post-coding matrix is critical in this system as it allows to combine the
outputs of the 2K one-bit ADCs into R data streams, with R < K, of higher
order modulations.
The transmitter employs an SLP scheme that designs the transmit vector
xT (n) ∈ XM in a way that minimizes the Euclidean distance between the
RNSC × 1 vector s̃ of information symbols, which must be conveyed to the
receiver, and ŝ. This objective can be expressed as,
F = ||s̃− ŝ||22 = (5.9)
= ||s̃− βGW̃NSC ,Kfq{W̃HNSC ,M
(
H̃F x̃F + z̃F
)
}||22 ≈ (5.10)





In the above approximate expression the effect of the AWGN has been ignored
in order to simplify the objective, an assumption which is valid as the SNR
increases.
The precoder design can be expressed as an optimization problem, by adding
to the objective function F the constraint imposed on the input vector by the
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one-bit DACs, x̃T ∈ XMNSC×1 and constrain the scalar β, which is the array




s.t. x̃T ∈ XMNSC×1
β ∈ R+.
The above formulation is quite complex as a result of the discrete constraint and
the nonlinear quantizer. In order to eliminate the quantizer from the cost func-
tion of the above problem the following splitting into two separate optimization
problems is proposed.
First, the vector of the ADCs’ outputs, r̃T ∈ XKNSC×1 is designed in a way
that minimizes the distance between it and the vector of information symbols.
This can be formulated as an optimization problem as,
(P2) : min
r̃T ,β1
‖s̃− β1GW̃NSC ,K r̃T‖22
s.t. r̃T ∈ XKNSC×1
β1 ∈ R+.
In (P2) matrix G is also unknown. However, a joint optimization is difficult
and impractical and this is why a decoupled approach is followed for the design
of the combiner matrix. Moreover, this is supported by the different rate that
x̃T and G need to be updated. The precoding vector x̃T needs to updated on a
symbol rate while G only when the CSI changes. In Sec 5.3 an approach based
on SVD is proposed for the design of G.
It should be noted that while the value of β1 is derived by solving (P2) at the
transmitter, it is applied at the receiver side to scale the signal appropriately.
However, there is no need to transmit the value of β1, which would introduce
significant communication overhead as it is updated on a symbol rate, but rather






where Q is the employed symbol constellation and MQ the modulation order.
Once (P2) is solved, the vector of the desirable ADC outputs r̃T is used
to formulate a second optimization problem, with the objective to select the
input vector x̃T ∈ XMNSC that minimizes the distance in the frequency domain
between the noiseless received signal H̃FW̃NSC ,M x̃T and the vector of optimal
ADC outputs r̃F = W̃NSC ,K r̃T .
(P3) : min
x̃T ,β
‖r̃F − βH̃FW̃NSC ,M x̃T‖22
s.t. x̃T ∈ XMNSC×1
β ∈ R+.






























































Figure 5.2: AMIMO system of T transmit antennas,M receive
antennas, 1-bit precision DACs at the transmitter and 1-bit pre-
cision ADCs at the receiver, which is equipped with an network
of phase shifters.
It should be highlighted here that the introduction of W̃NSC ,M in the problem
(P3) means that the IFFT is integrated in the design of the transmit signal and
there is no need for a separate IFFT computation block at the transmitter as
in conventional OFDM systems.
One can observe that the optimization problems (P2) and (P3) are very sim-
ilar and an algorithmic solution that is developed for one can be easily applied
to the other. The problems are NP-hard and one solution could be an exhaus-
tive search over all the possible vectors x̃T ∈ XMNSC . The complexity of this
solution increases exponentially with the number of antennas and subcarriers
and therefore, the complexity would be enormous even for a system with few
antennas and a short OFDM block. Instead, in section 5.3 an efficient solution
for both problems based on a Cyclic Coordinate Descent (CCD) framework
[128] is proposed.
5.1.2 Transceiver architecture based on one-bit
DACs/ADCs and a network of analog phase shifters
In the previously discussed system, the large number of antennas mitigates the
effects of coarse quantization both at the transmitter and at the receiver. How-
ever, this leads to an inherent disadvantage, an increase in the number of receive
antennas K will increase function (5.11) as it will decrease the number of avail-
able degrees of freedom from the side of the transmitter. This will deteriorate
the system performance rather than improve it as it would happen in a classical
MIMO system. This motivates us to research an alternative power efficient ar-
chitecture where the increase of receive antennas will lead to an improved SNR
but without negatively affecting available degrees of freedom of the system.
To this end, the system architecture shown in Figure 5.2 is proposed. This
is a similar system architecture to the one described above but a network of
analog phase shifters has been added before the one-bit ADCs. Furthermore
the number of ADCs is now reduced to 2Ns from 2K and this means that the
network of KNs phase shifters maps the received signal of the K antennas to
the 2Ns ADCs.
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The network of phase shifters can be mathematically modelled as a Ns×K
matrix Q with unit-modulus entries, |Qij| = 1,∀i, j that is applied on the
received signal in the RF domain and therefore, the output of the ADCs is now
given by
ỹTQ = fq{QỹT}. (5.13)
The precoder design is split into two problems that must be solved successively
as before. The first problem is identical to (P2) with the only difference being
the dimension of r̃T changing to NsNSC×1 fromKNSC×1. The second problem
is altered by the addition of Q̃ = INSC ⊗Q at the cost function and becomes
(P4) : min
x̃T ,β
‖r̃F − βQ̃H̃FW̃NSC ,M x̃T‖22
s.t. x̃T ∈ XMNSC×1
β ∈ R+.
Finally, while addressing (P4) matrix Q was not considered an optimization
variable. This is because the joint problem is difficult to address and is also
impractical, as Q is updated when the CSI changes rather than on a symbol
rate. Thus, we opt to decouple the problem of designing Q from the precoding
design. The purpose of introducing Q is to increase the SNR at the receiver,
without increasing significantly the hardware complexity or power consumption.
This objective can be achieved if Q is designed to maximize the Frobenius norm
of the product Q̃H̃F . Additionally, it is crucial for the system’s performance to
have available as many degrees of freedom as possible and this means that we
want to design Q to also maximize the rank of the product Q̃H̃F . These two
objectives can be achieved at the same time by maximizing the nuclear norm
of the product, ||Q̃H̃F ||∗. This is because the nuclear norm is related with the
rank and the Frobenius norm of a matrix via the following inequality,
||Q̃H̃F ||∗ ≤ rank(Q̃H̃F )||Q̃H̃F ||2F . (5.14)
The expression above is derived by applying the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to
the nuclear norm and by using the definitions of the nuclear norm, ||A||∗ =∑rank(A)




i , with σi denoting the
i-th singular value of the matrix. As a result of the above, the design of Q can




s.t. Q̃ = INSC ⊗Q
||Qi,j|| = 1,∀i, j
It should be noted that Q is dependent only on the channel and therefore, is
updated only when the channel matrix changes. While the objective function of
problem (P5) is convex the unit-modulus constraint for the entries of the matrix
is not and therefore it is NP hard. In section 5.3 the problem is reformulated
and and a new algorithm based on the ADMM framework is proposed for its
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solution. It is also worth mentioning that since the design of the combiner Q is
not dependent on the specific one-bit architecture that is presented here it can
also be used in other communications systems with multi antenna receivers.
5.2 Power Consumption Model
Since the motivation for researching the proposed systems is the increase of the
power efficiency, it is essential to provide a model for the power consumption of
such systems. Generally the power consumption of a communication system is
given by the addition of the power of the transmitted signal and the static power,
consumed by the components of the transceiver. Based on the appropriate
modelling and approximations,[127], the power consumption of the transmitter
can be shown to be given by
Pct(T,B, fs) ≈ PPA + T [2PDAC(B, fs) + PRF ] + PLO, (5.15)
where PPA, PDAC(B,Fs), PRF and PLO denote the power consumption of the
Power Amplifiers (PAs), DACs, RF components (e.g filers, mixers) and Local
Oscillator, receptively.
The power efficiency η of the employed PAs contributes significantly to the
overall power consumption of the system and in this work, it is assumed that the
transmitter is equipped with the widely used class B amplifiers, whose power










where g(·) denotes the AM-AM conversion and Ao,max is the maximum ampli-
tude of the output signal given by Ao,max = υAmax where υ is the gain of the
amplifier and Amax is the input reference amplitude. It is assumed that the

















where A is the envelope of the input signal given by A = |x̃T |.
Now, the power consumption model for the DAC will be provided, which






B − 1) + CpfsV 2ddB
]
, (5.20)
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where Vdd denotes the power supply voltage, I0 denotes the value of the current
source which corresponds to the least significant bit, Cp denotes the parasitic
capacitance of the switches that select one of the possible states of the DAC and
α is a factor which is used to models some second order effects. Additionally,
the sampling frequency is given by fs = 2(2fb + fcor), where fb denotes the
employed bandwidth and fcor the corner frequency of the 1/f noise [137]. The
power consumption model for the multi-antenna receiver can be derived in a
similar way. Using the results of [127], the consumed power of the K antenna
receiver in Fig. 5.1 is approximated as,
Pcr,1(B
′, fs) ≈ K (PLNA + 2PADC(B, fs) + PRF ) + PLO, (5.21)
while the the consumed power of the receiver in Fig. 5.2 with the network of
phase shifters is approximated as,
Pcr,2(B
′, fs) ≈Ns(PLNA + 2PADC(B, fs) + PRF
+KPps) + PLO,
(5.22)
where PLNA, Pps denotes the Low Noise Amplifiers’ (LNAs) and phase shifters’
power consumption, respectively and PADC(B′, Fs) is the power consumption of






where Lmin is the minimum channel length for the employed Complementary
Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) technology.
The total power consumption of the system is simple the addition of the
power consumed by the transmitter and the receiver and is given by,
Pc(B,B
′, fs, T,M) = Pct(T,B, fs) + Pcr(B
′, fs). (5.24)
5.3 Solution
5.3.1 Precoding solution for system based on one-bit
DACs/ADCs
In this section the solution to the precoding problems with one-bit DACs and
ADCs, as they were formulated in Section 5.1, is presented. By observing
problems (P2) as well as (P3)− (P4), that correspond to the two proposed one-
bit DACs/ADCs architectures, it is noted that they are very similar and the
same algorithmic solution can be applied to all of them. The solution that is
derived here for these problems is based on Cyclic Coordinate Descent (CCD)
framework [128]. In addition to deriving the optimal precoding vector, the
algorithmic solution for designing the analog post-coder matrix Q by applying




1: Initialize r̃(0)T ∈ XKNSC×1, β
(0)
1 ∈ R+. Set A = GW̃NSC .
2: t = Ar̃(0)T
3: while The termination criteria in (5.29) are not met do
4: for 1 ≤ l ≤ length(r̃T ) do
5: t = t−Alr̃(i)T (l)














10: i← i+ 1
11: end whilereturn r̃(i+1)T , β
(i+1)
1
In the case where there is no analog processing of the signal at the receiver,
which corresponds to the system shown in Fig. 5.1, the design of the precoded
symbols include two steps. At the first step the informations symbols drawn
from a constellation are given as an input to (P2) which is solved and at the
second step the output is fed as an input to (P3). The solution of (P3) is the
vector of the precoded OFDM symbol in the time domain and is transmitted
by the M antennas of the transmitter. As it was mentioned, both problems are
solved using the CCD method, which enables the minimization of a multivari-
ate cost function by iterating through the different coordinate directions and
minimizing the latter over one direction at a time. Therefore, by applying the
CCD method to (P2) the k-th component of r̃(i+1)T (k) at the i + 1-th iteration
of the algorithm is given by
r̃
(i+1)




T (1), ..., r̃
(i+1)
T (k − 1),
ψ, r̃
(i)









T (1), ..., r̃
(i+1)
T (k − 1), ψ, r̃
(i)
























1 denotes the value of the variable after its i-th iteration, A = GW̃NSC ,K and
the indices m and k denote the m-th and k-th respectively columns of matrix
A. Solving (5.25) requires a simple one dimensional exhaustive search to find
which out of the four elements of X minimizes f and once it is found, r̃(i+1)T (k)
is updated accordingly. To update the value of the variable β1, the following
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optimization problem is solved
β
(i+1)












where the operator Re{·} denotes the real part of a complex part.
The full description of the iterative solution can be seen in Algorithm 6.
It is worth noting that the variable t is introduced to perform efficiently the
update of one coordinate at a time of CCD. The algorithm is terminated when
the following criteria are met
||r̃(i+1)T − r̃
(i)




1 || ≤ ε2 (5.29)
The same procedure is followed to derive the solution for problems (P3) and
(P4) after performing the appropriate replacements in equations (5.25)-(5.28).
The input vector s̃ is replaced by r̃F , β1 is replaced by β, r̃T is replaced by x̃T
and finally A is replaced by A1 = H̃FW̃NSC ,M for (P3) and A2 = Q̃H̃FW̃NSC ,M
for (P4), respectively.
So far there has not been a discussion regarding the derivation of the digital
post-coding matrix G. For the first proposed architecture, G is formed by
placing in its columns the first RNSC left-singular vectors of H̃F which are
derived by computing its singular value decomposition (SVD). For the second
architecture, where the receiver also performs analog processing with its network
of phase shifters, we use again the first RNSC left-singular vectors but this time
of the matrix Q̃H̃F .
5.3.2 Precoding solution for system based on one-bit
DACs/ADCs and a network of analog phase shifters
It is now time to present the solution for the phase shifting matrix Q that is
applied at the receiver in the second proposed system architecture. It is worth
noting that Q depends only on the channel and not on the symbols and therefore
there is no need to calculate it on a symbol rate, but only when the channel
changes. The problem (P5) must be first reformulated appropriately in order
to be solved using ADMM [141]. To do this we need to utilize an alternative






Re{Tr(DHi HTFiFT )}, (5.30)
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as well as the indicator function of the set U which is defined as
IU{Q} =
{
0, Q ∈ U
∞, Q /∈ U (5.31)
where U is the set of Ns ×K matrices of unit-modulus entries.
Algorithm 7
1: Initialize D(0)i ,F(0),Q(0) with random values and Λ(0) with zeros.
2: while The termination criteria in (5.37) are not met do
3: n← n+ 1
4: for 1 ≤ i ≤ NSC do
5: D(n)i ← UiVHi
6: end for








8: Q(n) ← ΠU{F(n) −Λ(n)/α}
9: Λ(n) ← Λ(n−1) + α(Q(n) − F(n))
10: end whilereturn Q






Re{Tr(DHi HTFiFT )}+ IU(Q)
s.t. F = Q
DHi Di = INs ∀i.












where Λ ∈ CK×Ns is a matrix of Lagrange Multipliers and α is a scalar penalty
parameter.
According to the ADMM [141] methodology the augmented Lagrangian
function (5.32) is minimized alternatingly with respect to the matrices D,F
and Q, followed by a steepest ascent step for the update of variable Λ
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(P6a) : D(n+1)i = arg min
DHi Di=INs
L(Di,F(n),Q(n),Λ(n))
(P6b) : F(n+1) = argmin
F
L(D(n+1)i ,F,Q(n),Λ(n))
(P6c) : Q(n+1) = argmin
Q
L(D(n+1)i ,F(n+1),Q,Λ(n))
Λ(n+1) = Λ(n) + α(Q(n+1) − F(n+1))







where Ui and Vi are the unitary matrices that are composed by the left-singular
and right-singular vectors of HTFiFT , respectively. The following optimization
problem (P6b) also admits a closed form solution to which we arrive by equating




















The latter problem is essentially the projection of F − Λ/α on the set U and
its solution is given by,
Q(n) = ΠU{F−Λ/α} (5.35)
where ΠU denotes the projection function onto the set U which is defined for
an arbitrary matrix M as
ΠU{M(i, j)} =
{
0, M(i, j) = 0
M(i,j)
|M(i,j)| , M(i, j) 6= 0.
(5.36)
The algorithm, as was described above, for deriving the phase shifting matrix
Q can be seen in Algorithm 7. The algorithm is terminated when the following
criteria are met
||Q(n) − F(n)||2F ≤ ε3 & α||Qn −Qn−1||2F ≤ ε4. (5.37)
Finally, the section will end with the discussion regarding the computational
complexity of the proposed algorithms. First, Algorithm 6 has a complexity
per iteration of O(K2N2SC) for solving problem (P2) and O(M2N2SC) when solv-
ing (P3) and (P4). This leads to a significant reduction in complexity when
compared with the computational complexity that an exhaustive search would
require for the same problems and would be O(KNSC2KNSC ) for (P2) and
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Figure 5.3: The average value of the cost functions of the op-
timization problems (P2) and (P4) as a function of the number
of iterations in a system that employs 16-QAM, M = 50 trans-
mit antennas, K = 50 receive antennas, Ns = 12 ADCs and
NSC = 32 sub-carriers.
O(MNSC2
MNSC ) for (P3) and (P4), respectively. Furthermore, the complex-
ity per iteration of Algorithm 7 for computing the phase shifting matrix Q is
dominated by the SVD operation and is O(MNsNsc).
5.4 Numerical Results
In this section, the performance of the proposed solutions is evaluated through
extensive numerical simulations. Additionally, the monotonic convergence of the
proposed algorithms is confirmed through the numerical results. Furthermore,
the performance of the proposed systems is compared to the one of a system
using SVD precoding which is known to achieve MIMO channel capacity [143].
For the numerical results a system with M = 50 transmit antennas, a chan-
nel with L = 8 resolvable taps and a cyclic prefix with a length of CP = 12
symbols were assumed. The SNR is defined as the average transmit power over
the noise variance, E{||x̃T ||22}/σz = P/σz, where P is the total transmit power
and σz the noise variance. The equality above holds because x̃T ∈ XMNSC×1.
Deriving theoretical results for the convergence of the proposed algorithmic
solutions is a very challenging task due to the non-convexity of the addressed
problems. Thus, any such study could require an independent research work
and thus, it is beyond the scopes of this thesis. Though, it is possible to evaluate
the convergence of the algorithms via numerical simulations.
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Figure 5.4: The average value of the cost function of the opti-
mization problem (P5) as a function of the number of iterations
in a system that employs 16-QAM, M = 50 transmit antennas,
K = 50 receive antennas, Ns = 12 ADCs and NSC = 32 sub-
carriers.















Figure 5.5: Impact of the number of receive antennas to the
performance of a system employing 16-QAM OFDM with M =
50 antennas, R = 2 data streams and NSC = 32 subcarriers
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Figure 5.6: Impact of the number of receive antennas to the
performance of a system equipped with a phase shifting network
at the receiver employing 16-QAM OFDM with M = 50 an-
tennas, Ns = 12 ADCs, R = 2 data streams and NSC = 32
subcarriers.
First, in Fig. 5.3, it is shown how the cost functions of the optimization
problems (P2) and (P4) are reduced at each iteration. It should be noted that
in this figure, an iteration is considered the update of each component of r̃T
and x̃T . It is observed that in both cases there is monotonic convergence to
the minima, which can be intuitively explained by how CCD works. CCD
minimizes the cost function over one coordinate at a time and therefore, this
guarantees that at each coordinate update the cost function will have less or
equal value than before. Additionally, it is observed that while problems (P2)
and (P4) are solved by the same algorithm it takes significant more iterations
to converge for the problem (P4). This is because of the different size of the
optimization variables r̃T and x̃T the first being a KNSC × 1 vector while the
second a MNSC × 1 one.
Next, in Fig. 5.4, we can see how the value of the cost function of the
maximization problem (P5) increases with the number of iterations. Again, it
is observed that the convergence is monotonic. For ADMM, convergence results
have been derived for convex problems that involve two blocks of variables [144].
However, here the problem that is tackled is strongly non-convex with three
blocks of variables and convergence results is also a very difficult task that it is
not possible to be addressed in the context of the present work.
In Fig. 5.5, the BER performance of the proposed precoding scheme with
one-bit DACs and ADCs is examined for systems with different number of
receive antennas. In a MIMO system with high resolution ADCs it would be
expected that the increase of receive antennas would increase the received SNR
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and therefore the system performance. However, as one can observe in this
figure this is not always the case with one- bit ADCs. For a small number of
receive antennas, K = 6, an error floor appears to the BER curve. This is
because there are not enough degrees of freedom to achieve a minimum for P2
that can guarantee error free communication at high SNRs. As the number
of receive antennas increases to K = 12, the error floor goes away and the
BER performance improves significantly. However, when the number of receive
antennas increases again to K = 24 the BER performance deteriorates. While
a high number of receive antennas provides degrees of freedom to problem P2
, it takes them away from P3 where the transmitter which is equipped with
M = 50 antennas and one-bit DACs struggles to find a good minimum for P3
and this leads to an increased transmit power and to the observed performance
degradation.
The results in Fig. 5.5 underline the need for the second proposed system
architecture that is shown in Fig. 5.2 where a phase shifting network maps the
signal of the K receive antennas to Ns one-bit ADCs. In Fig. 5.6 the impact of
the different number of receive antennas is shown for a system which employs
Ns = 12 one-bit ADCs and a network of KNs phase shifters. It is observed
that as the number of receive antennas almost doubles from 12 to 25 and from
25 to 50 we gain 1 dB and 2 dB in performance respectively. Therefore, we can
overcome one of the disadvantages of one-bit ADCs by adding phase shifters
at the receiver and using the proposed analog post-coder Q. It is also worth
mentioning that the power consumption of phase shifters is significantly smaller
than that of the ADCs.
Next, in Fig. 5.7, the effect of the different number of sub-carriers is eval-
uated for the two proposed system architectures. The employed modulation
is 16-QAM and three different scenarios are simulated for NSC = 16, 32, 64
sub-carriers. It is observed that for both systems, the performance is almost
identical for the different number of sub-carriers. In general real, world systems
use OFDM blocks with large number of sub-carriers and therefore, the proposed
schemes seem an appropriate solution as the system performance is preserved.
In the following numerical simulation in Fig.5.8 the BER performance of the
proposed schemes is compared to that of SVD precoding [143] when 4-QAM and
16-QAM modulation is employed. Additionally, the BER performance of a sys-
tem which employs one-bit quantized SVD precoding is evaluated where the
transmitted and received signals are coarsely quantized by one-bit DACs and
ADCs respectively. First, when 4-QAM is employed the gap between SVD pre-
coding that uses full resolution DACs and ADCs and the two proposed one-bit
SLP schemes is about 10 dB while when 16-QAM is employed the respective gap
reduces to about 3 dB. This shows that the proposed schemes are more appro-
priate for higher order modulations and in both cases the power consumption
savings of one-bit DACs and ADCs over the full resolution DACs and ADCs is
so significant that more than makes up for this performance gap. Furthermore,
we observe that the performance gap between the two proposed one-bit SLP
schemes remains constant at 2 dB for different modulation orders. Finally, the
BER curves of quantized SVD show an error floor even when 4-QAM is em-
ployed. This highlights the need for appropriate precoding schemes as the ones
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Figure 5.7: Impact of the number of OFDM subcarriers to the
performance of two systems employing 16-QAM and M = 50
antennas and R = 2 data streams. The system that is equipped
with the network of phase shifters employs K = 50 antennas and
Ns = 12 ADCs while the other one employs K = 12 antennas.















SLP 1-bit, M=50, K=12, 4-QAM
SLP 1-bit w Q, M=50, K=50,N
s
=12, 4-QAM
SVD 1-bit, M=50, K=12, 4-QAM
SVD , M=50, K=12, 4-QAM
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the BER performance of the pro-
posed SLP schemes with SVD precoding for an OFDM system
with NSC = 32 sub-carriers and R = 2 data streams.
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SLP 1-bit
SLP 1-bit with Q,  non-linear PA
SLP 1-bit with Q
SVD with non-linear PA
SVD
Figure 5.9: Comparison of the BER performance of the pro-
posed SLP schemes with SVD precoding for an OFDM system
with NSC = 32 sub-carriers and R = 2 data streams when the
transmitter employs PAs wich are modelled according to (5.18)-
(5.19).
proposed here in large MIMO systems that use one-bit DACs and ADCs.
In Fig. 5.9, the effects of a PA, that is modelled according to (5.18)-(5.19),
on the BER performance are evaluated. The gain of the amplifier is set to
υ = 4 and the input reference amplitude to Amax = 1. The solid lines are used
to plot the BER curves of systems that use the non-linear PAs while the dashed
lines correspond to systems that do not take into account the effects of the
PAs and have been added for reference. By inspection, it is observed that the
introduction of the PAs leads to a constant 2 dB performance degradation of the
two one-bit SLP proposed schemes. The BER performance of SVD precoding
takes a big hit when the effects of non-linear PAs are considered. This is because
the amplitude of the transmitted signal is not constant as in the case of one-bit
SLP and this leads to significant amplitude and phase distortion. On the other
hand, the advantage of the one-bit SLP schemes is that the amplitude of the
transmitted symbols is constant across the time and across the antennas which
leads to a uniform distortion of amplitude and phase.
This can be better observed in Fig. 5.10 where the effect of non-linear
amplification is shown for one-bit SLP and SVD precoding and then how this
affects the received constellation. In scatter-plots (a) and (c) we can see with
black the input signals to the PA and with blue the output signals from the PA,
while in scatter-plots (b) and (d) the black points correspond to the original
constellation points and the blue points are the received symbols for SLP based
on one-bit DACs/ADCs and SVD precoding, respectively. The proposed SLP
scheme produces signals with constant amplitude across all time instances and
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(d) Received symbols, SVD









































(b) Received symbols, SLP 1-bit
Figure 5.10: Scatter-plots of the transmitted and received sym-
bols of the proposed SLP scheme and SVD precoding for an
OFDM system with NSC = 32 sub-carriers and R = 2 data
streams when the transmitter employs PAs which are modelled
according to (5.18)-(5.19) .
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Figure 5.11: Static power consumption of the proposed system
architectures based on 1-bit DACs/ADCs withM = 50 transmit
antennas.
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Figure 5.12: Static power consumption of the proposed system
architectures based on 1-bit DACs/ADCs with K = 12 receive
antennas.
therefore the non-linear amplification inserts constant amplitude and phase dis-
tortion. On the other hand, the SVD based system produces transmit signals
with varying amplitude and the non-linear amplification inserts varying phase
and amplitude distortions dependent on the amplitude of the input signal to the
PA. This explains why the received symbols of the SVD based system are sig-
nificantly more scattered than the symbols of the proposed one-bit SLP scheme.
Finally, the numerical results are concluded with Figures 5.11 and 5.12 where
the static power consumption of the two proposed system architectures is com-
pared with a MIMO system based on 14-bit DACs and ADCs. The power
consumption of these systems is calculated by plugging in the parameters of
table 5.1 into the equations (5.15)-(5.24). First, in Fig. 5.11 the power con-
sumption of the systems in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 is plotted for a fixed number
of transmit antennas in order to observe the effect of the different number of
receive antennas to the power consumption. The system with the network of
phase shifters consumes about 1 dBW more than the system without it but as
the number of receive antennas increases for both systems the gaps becomes
even smaller. This is because the number of ADCs remains constant, Ns = 12,
for the system with the phase shifters. On the other hand the same MIMO
system based on 14-bit DACs and ADCs has an increased power consumption
of more than 9 dBW when compared to the two proposed systems based on
one-bit DACs and ADCs. In Fig. 5.12 the number of receive antennas remains
fixed to K = 12 and the power consumption is plotted for a different number
of transmit antennas. Again we see that the gap between the two proposed
systems is less than 0.5 dBW and is due to the increased power consumption of
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the network of phase shifters. On the other hand the gap between the propose
systems and the conventional system based on 14-bit DACs and ADCs is about
1 dBW for 1 transmit antenna but widens up to 12 dBW when the number
of transmit antennas increases to 100. These results show that the proposed
system architectures are very suitable for large-scale MIMO systems as they
manage to reduce significantly the static power consumption.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, an SLP scheme for MIMO-OFDM systems with one-bit DACs
and ADCs was considered for the first time in the literature. Two novel transceiver
architectures based on one-bit DACs and ADCs were presented and the precod-
ing design for both systems was formulated. The derived design problem was
decoupled into two NP-hard optimization problems and algorithmic solutions
were developed for both that were based on the CCD algorithmic framework.
Additionally, an analog post coding matrix was introduced for the second archi-
tecture and its design was formulated as a nuclear norm maximization and was
solved by applying the ADMM. The numerical results showed that the proposed
architectures lead to a significant decrease in power consumption without sacri-
ficing BER performance when compared to traditional systems that are based




Conclusions and Future Works
6.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 2, power efficient transmitters for systems that are equipped with
large antenna arrays were considered and novel algorithms for SLP design were
developed for the proposed architectures. First, the SLP design problems were
formulated by considering the constraints that the proposed architectures im-
posed and the power consumption of the considered systems was examined. The
proposed solutions, based on coordinate descent, were then derived and their
computational complexity was also calculated. Extensive simulations were used
to show the performance of various configurations of the proposed schemes.
Furthermore, a comparison of the proposed solutions with several existing lit-
erature solutions such as fully digital DM SLP and AS SLP techniques, hybrid
solutions and fully digital ZF was conducted. The AS-SLP, where the trans-
mitter is equipped with a much larger number of transmit antennas than RF
chains and the algorithm chooses which antennas will be activated, proved to be
very efficient when the number of UTs was equal or even more than the number
of active transmit antennas by exploiting the spatial redundancy of the large
number of available antennas. On the other hand the proposed RF domain
SLP systems, where RF chains are eliminated and replaced by a VGA and ana-
log phase shifters, outperformed other schemes when the number of transmit
antennas was much larger than the number of UTs due to the low power con-
sumption of the analog phase shifters. Finally, the addition of a second phase
shifter parallel connected to the first provides an interesting trade off, as it re-
sults to a small increase in power consumption but also provides and efficient
SLP solution since the set of constraints of the optimization problem is now
convex.
In Chapter 3, the per antenna CE precoding in a MIMO-OFDM system
was addressed. A new system model was introduced that enables the design
the time domain CE precoder in the frequency domain in order to avoid using
the computationally complex convolution. This was achieved, by reshaping the
channel matrix and the DFT matrix and and formulating the precoder design
into a least-squares problem with a constant-modulus constraint. Additionally,
the factor β was introduced, which changes per OFDM block and is estimated
blindly at the UTs where it is used to rescale the received signal. First, the
problem was solved by using a CD based algorithm. However, the per iteration
complexity of the solution increased rapidly with the number of transmit anten-
nas. For this reason, a more efficient solution was developed that is based on the
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GN method. To solve it using GN, the problem was first reformulated into an
unconstrained non-linear least-squares problem. The solution proved to be very
efficient and achieved improvements both in runtime and minimizing the MUI,
when compared to similar solutions in the literature and our proposed CD based
algorithm. The SER performance of the two proposed solutions was shown to
be identical and outperformed ZF precoding which was used as a benchmark.
Furthermore, because of the power consumption gains that were derived from
the implementation of the transmitter architecture for CE precoding with effi-
cient non-linear power amplifiers and analog phase shifters rather than DACs,
the proposed CE MIMO-OFDM precoding scheme and transmitter architecture
was shown to be an excellent candidate for large scale antenna systems.
In Chapter 4, a SLP solution was presented for constant envelope systems
with low resolution DACs. The case of a MU-MIMO system employing the
OFDM technique over frequency selective channels was considered. The pre-
coding design was formulated as a mixed discrete-continuous constrained least
squares problem which is NP hard. An effective algorithmic solution was devel-
oped for the solution of the previous problem based on CCD. An approximate
power consumption model for the system was calculated in order to quantify
the power gains for systems with lower resolution DACs. Simulation results
show that the performance in terms of the bit error rate is very close to the one
of a system with infinite resolution DACs even if DACs of resolution of few bits
are employed. Moreover, due to the significantly reduced power consumption,
as compared to the one of systems with infinite resolution DACs, systems based
on low resolution DACs are shown to be much more energy efficient than the
latter. Furthermore, the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art
solutions in terms of the achieved bit error rate and energy efficiency. Thus,
with the proposed approach, the CESLP precoder may be efficiently designed
for systems based on low resolution DACs without presenting significant losses
on the performance and by using transmitters that consume much less power.
Finally, in Chapter 5, two MIMO-OFDM systems with one-bit DACs and
ADCs were presented and an appropriate SLP solution was proposed. The
precoding design was formulated as a non-linear least squares problem and it
order to be tackled efficiently it was split into two NP hard mixed discrete
continuous constrained problems. The problems were solved efficiently with an
iterative algorithm which is based on the CCD framework. Additionally, the
second proposed system architecture required the design of the analog post-
coding matrix which was formulated as a nuclear norm maximization problem
with a unit-modulus constraint and a an efficient ADMM-based solution was
proposed. Furthermore, an approximate power consumption model was derived
for the two proposed transceivers. The numerical results showed the necessity
of appropriate precoding schemes for one-bit DACs and ADCs transceivers, as
the optimal SVD-based precoding for full resolution DACs and ADCs could not
guarantee error free communication when quantized to the desired one-bit pre-
cision. In addition, the results showed that the proposed one-bit SLP schemes
were significantly less affected by the non-linearities of the PAs as the transmit-
ted signals have constant envelope across the time and the transmit antennas.
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Thus, the proposed approaches for large MIMO-OFDM systems look very ap-
pealing as they lead to significant reduction of power consumption without
loosing too much in performance when compared to conventional systems.
6.2 Future Works
The results presented in this thesis have demonstrated the advantages of using
the proposed hardware and power efficient systems in combination with the
proposed SLP schemes. However, there are topics that have not been addressed
within the scope of this thesis. This section discusses some of the topics that
are considered of increased significance for future works.
• Derivation of theoretical results for convergence: The proposed al-
gorithmic solutions were proven to be very efficient and their convergence
was evaluated via numerical simulations. However, deriving theoretical
results for the convergence of the proposed algorithmic solutions is a very
challenging task due to the non-convexity of the addressed problems and
was considered beyond the scopes of the present thesis. Therefore, it
would be a significant contribution if theoretical convergence results were
derived in a future work.
• Implementation of proof-of-concept testbeds: In this thesis, the
benefits of hardware and power efficient architectures and the respective
SLP schemes were studied. The theoretical results and the numerical sim-
ulations showed that the proposed techniques have significant advantages
over traditional MIMO systems. However, a proof-of-concept implemen-
tation of these systems and the verification of the theoretical results would
advocate even further the use of these architectures for next generation
wireless communications systems. Testbed implementations could be used
to verify that the proposed schemes have lower PAPR and superior error
rate performance, when power efficient nonlinear PAs are used, compared
to competing precoding techniques.
• CI SLP for hardware and power efficient transceiver architec-
tures: In the scope of this thesis the objective of MUI minimization was
adopted, because of its simplicity. However, in SLP literature CI objec-
tives have been used to improve the error rate performance of MIMO
systems. Therefore, it would be a challenging but significant next step to
introduce CI in the proposed transceiver architectures that could result
in improved system performance at the cost of computational efficiency.
• Joint design of SLP with Forward Error Correction (FEC) cod-
ing: The SLP schemes that were presented in this thesis were designed
for uncoded transmission. This means that applying an error correction
separately from the precoding will not necessarily provide optimal results
in the system performance. Therefore, significant performance improve-
ments may be achieved if the error correction code is inserted into the
precoding design in a way that the probability of correct decoding is max-
imized at the receivers’ side.
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• Design of continuous-time CE transmit signals: In the scope of
this thesis, only the discrete-time complex baseband model is considered.
This means that the proposed precoding methods do not necessarily lead
to continuous-time signals with the exact same characteristics. As an
example, CE precoding is expected to result in continuous-time transmit
signals with a significantly reduced PAPR, when compared to conventional
precoding schemes, but not necessarily of perfect CE. To achieve a truly
CE transmit signal, constant envelope constraints should be inserted in
the design of the continuous-time waveforms. A possible way to achieve
this is to enforce this constraints on the oversampled signal. Therefore,
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